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This study aims to understand a fast and temporary cross-boundary organizing process on a

digital collaboration platform. The context of digital organizing is sociomaterial. Thus,

different sociomaterial research streams are discussed. The theoretical approach is based on

affordance theory. In addition, new digital forms of organizing are studied. Consequently,

this study contributes empirically by applying the affordance approach for analyzing digital

and social enablers of organizing on a collaboration platform. Analysis is conducted by

applying the Gioia methodology. This grounded theorizing suggests digital affordance

concepts of organizing on a collaboration platform. Also, fastness of virtual organizing is

discussed in the empirical part of the study.

The methodological contribution of the thesis is testing affordance categories as codes to

understand what enables digital organizing on a platform. Findings implicate that

recognizing which affordances generate actions on platforms increases understanding of the

factors that make a virtual organizing of a network fast. Recognizing digital affordances has

also practical implications for planning organizing processes on collaboration platforms.
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1. Introduction

A considerable leap in the use of technology supported forms of remote work took place

globally during spring 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic caused restrictions. As Gibson

(2020, 165) puts it: space between colleagues became critical during the pandemic.

Understanding new forms of work and organizing became more important than ever.  This

study examines a case study of a cross-boundary (Edmondson & Harvey 2018) large-scale

virtual collaboration from spring 2020. It focuses on a fast and digital organizing process of

an expert network’s technology-mediated collaboration. The case was original in its fastness

and of rather large scale (Malhotra, Majchrzak & Lyytinen 2021, 1).

There is a need to understand better how a knowledge co-creation process is possible

digitally across organizational boundaries (Faraj, Järvenpää & Majchrzak 2011; Geilinger,

Haefliger, Von Krogh & Rechsteiner 2016). Thus, distance between members of virtual

group is a challenge for knowledge coordination (Kanawattanachai & Yoo 2007). A suitable

lens for studying virtual collaboration and its digital organizing is one that recognizes both

digital and social dimensions enabling the virtual knowledge processes that enable

technology-mediated actions. Affordance theory frames the theoretical part and the analysis

in this study. It is applied to understand what potentials the technology and participants of

virtual collaboration need to afford so that actions – that lead to knowledge co-creation and

a fast organizing process – are taken. Affordance lens helps to understand new digital forms

of organizing since it gives an opportunity to discuss the potentials of technology and the

role of human agency together. (Zammuto, Majchrzak, Griffith, Dougherty & Faraj 2007)

The collaborative network in this study was fully virtual. The digital and fast organizing is

interesting from the empirical as well as from the conceptual point of view. This specific

case offers possibilities for revealing unique insights because of its data richness: there is

interview data, platform data of over thousand artifacts and lots of complementary

documentation about the collaboration. The conceptual arguments rely on the theories

discussed but are also reflected with findings from the case (Siggelkow 2007, 21). The case

study can increase understanding of how temporary digital organizing can be supported by

studying what made this specific organizing on a platform so fast. The collaboration platform
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used in the organizing offers possibilities for both synchronous and asynchronous

collaboration. This is interesting because many platforms encourage to use either

asynchronous or synchronous interaction as the primary form of actions. This highlights that

the time dimension of organizing on platforms needs attention when studying digital

organizing. The impact of time frame of working and its role in organizing of digital work

needs more attention in the field of studying temporary collaborations such as project teams

(Bakker, Boroş, Kenis & Oerlemans 2013, 386-7), or in this case a network of experts.

Due to digitalization, new forms of organizing emerge, and this requires new approaches for

analysis too (Leonardi & Treem 2020). Also, Gilson et al. (2015) have stated that research

on new and emerging technologies is one of the most important issues when it comes to

studying virtual teams. In this study, the group of people is a larger one, yet the network is a

sum of its teams and their idea of the importance of studying technology is applicable. This

study has its place in studies of new digital forms of organizing since the case study offers

insights of how large-scale collaborations were done during the COVID-19 pandemic, and

the affordance approach to collaboration platforms and goal-oriented digital actions is

somewhat scarcely used even though the social media and other technology-based

affordances have been in interest of many scholars (Leonardi & Vaast 2017; Leonardi,

Huysman & Steinfield 2013; Laitinen & Sivunen 2020).

Faraj, von Krogh, Monteiro & Lakhani (2016) write that little is known how value is created

in online communities. Possibilities for value creation on collaboration platforms is one

research issue in this study. Thus, if organizing is fast and the work processes of the groups

are efficient, and the collaborative network gets some outputs during the limited time of a

temporary organizing – as in the case of Fast Expert Teams vs. Korona – there is a great

chance that an empirical study of enablers of this organizing is able to reach some useful

insights into why and how a temporary digital cross-sectoral organizing is possible and what

makes it fast.

Virtual organizing has been widely studied on team level (for example, Marks, Matthieu &

Zaccaro 2001, Baralou & Tsoukas 2015). However, this study moves to the network level

of analysis and is especially interested in digital organizing of a large group of people, i.e.,

a large-scale collaboration. In the case studied for this research, the totally virtual way of

organizing and working was not as familiar since the pandemic had just started. Moreover,

one feature that makes the digital organizing in the case study special is that there was no
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kick-off or any “real life” meeting beforehand. Usually, similar collaborations have some

face-to-face connections before the network fully starts to act.

Empirical research on affordances of large-scale virtual goal-oriented collaborations is still

rather scarce. The specific interest in this study is to understand how the participants of

temporary collaboration and the collaboration platforms together afford the action-potentials

for the organizing and knowledge-sharing processes. Laitinen and Sivunen (2020) have

listed some interesting research questions about the use of enterprise social media (ESM).

One of the issues that has not got enough attention is the question, which digital affordances

enable knowledge sharing at enterprise social media. Also, for example, Malhotra et al.

(2021, 18-19) found that more studies about digital affordances and affordances for

collaborating are needed. This supports the idea that there actually is a research gap when it

comes to digital affordances for cocreation that takes place on digital platforms and is fully

virtual (Malhotra et al. 2021). Moreover, this study aims to develop abductively the

affordance categories for analyzing the digital affordances that can be recognized from the

data from the collaboration platform. The digital artifacts that are analyzed are traces of

organizing on the collaboration platform, for example, comments that participants have left

to chat discussions. This analysis method contributes to the methodological discussion about

how affordances can be used in analyzing platform data.

The main research issue is how a digital collaboration platform and participants of a

network collaboration enabled a virtual organizing process. The question of enablers has

two dimensions: material and social. According to Yoo, Boland, Lyytinen & Majchrzak

(2012, 1399), digital materiality enabled by pervasive digital technology presents new

possibilities for creating relationships and processes. The technical boundaries and

possibilities of a platform influence how organizing can take place and what kinds of

interactions and knowledge processes enable it. Also, the temporary nature of digital

organizing is studied.

First, this study explores temporary virtual organizing process and the question of what

makes an organizing process fast. Second, the aim of this study is to understand the enablers

of fast and temporary virtual organizing and goal-oriented digital co-creation. It proposes

that understanding these enablers can be useful in planning fast organizing collaborations on

platforms. Third, the enablers are recognized by developing a method for analyzing digital

and social affordances.
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The methodological approach is based on grounded theory. In addition, a novel way to

analyze platform data with affordance approach is developed and tested. For interpreting the

interaction between organizing and technology, Zammuto et al. (2007) adapted the

affordance perspective for studying technology and social interaction together. Their aim

was to avoid putting technological determinism and constructivism as opposites to each

other, which is one strength of affordance approach (Leonardi 2012). The data-driven

analysis with a rich data set from the case study provides opportunities for insights about

knowledge co-creation and organizing on a collaboration platform. Applying Gioia

methodology and guidelines of empirical affordance approach (Gioia, Corley & Hamilton

2012, 21; Fromm, Mirbabaie & Stieglitz 2020; Volkoff & Strong 2017), this study aims to

contribute to the methodological discussion in information systems (IS) research about how

technology and social dimension of digital organizing can be studied together.

1.1 Key definitions

Approach and context definitions

Affordance theory

Affordance theory discusses properties that enable actions to organisms that are able to act

(Gaver 1991, 80). Gibson’s (1979) theory of perceiving environment and utilizing what it

affords has been applied to study possibilities of technology by several scholars because it

enables to understand action potentials of digital environments (for example, Majchrzak &

Markus 2012).

Sociomaterial or socio-material approach

Sociomateriality is a perspective to look at phenomena that consider organizing as an

interplay between the social and material entities (Orlikowski 2007). The spelling

sociomaterial refers either to a specific ontological view that defines social and material as

entangled, or to an umbrella concept for how technology and organizations have been

approached (Orlikowski & Scott 2008, 433-434). The sociomaterial approach – if relational

ontology is applied – does not see social and material dimensions as separate but they are
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understood as constitutively entangled (Cooren 2020, 5). Yet, if the social and material

dimensions of organizing are understood as independent entities, for example, people

responding to what the technology affords as in socio-technical systems theory, the spelling

socio-material is applied. (Leonardi 2012, 27; Orlikowski & Scott 2008, 438-440; Spee

2020). In this study, the phenomena, for example, organizing, are understood sociomaterial

in their nature but for analysis the distinctive critical realist approach is applied to understand

the affordances of network of people and technology independently (Leonardi 2012).

Key concept definitions

Digital and temporary organizing process

In this study, digital organizing process refers to organizing that utilizes the possibilities of

technology (Chatterjee, Sarker & Siponen 2017, 3). Temporary organizing process can be

defined as an interplay between agency and structure. The temporal time dimension of the

process manifests in either things that the actors do, i.e., the agency, or the structures, e.g.,

temporary tasks or both (Bakker, DeFillippi, Schwab & Sydow 2016, 1704-1707).  Thus, a

digital and temporary organizing process is a technology-mediated interactive ensemble of

agents, fluid structures and tasks lasting a limited period of time.

Virtual network collaboration

Technology brings together people in a fluent manner which would not be as easy without

the possibilities afforded by digital solutions (Gilson et al. 2015). A network collaboration

can be defined as an intermediary structure of actors – for example, individuals,

organizations or collectives – collaborating and sharing knowledge (Clegg, Josserand.,

Mehra & Pitsis 2016, 278-280; Spagnoletti, Resca & Lee 2015, 367). For cross-boundary

collaboration, temporary organizing is typical (Edmonson & Harvey 2018, 347). Thus, a

virtual network collaboration in this study is defined as a temporary, technology-mediated,

cross-boundary collaboration where a group of people represent their individual expertise

instead of their organization.

Digital collaboration platform

Platforms and their definitions evolve as they are developed and used in new ways (Fu,

Wang & Zhao 2018, 946). Typical uses of digital platforms recognized in literature are based

on their value creation possibilities. For example, gaining financial value by offering the
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possibility for clients and providers of products or services to find each other (Fu et al. 2018;

Markus & Loebbecke 2013). Also, using digital platforms for developing and knowledge

sharing on platform have been studied (Majchrzak, Faraj, Kane & Azad 2013, 40).

Technology-driven collective interaction and synchronous/asynchronous visibility (Ciborra

1996; Laitinen 2020, 18; Yoo et al. 2012) are possible for a large group of people by using

digital platforms.  Here, the main emphasis is on the possibilities that platforms afford for

simultaneous and asynchronic cross-boundary virtual collaboration. Thus, digital

collaboration platforms are platforms that enable required virtual interaction processes for

groups working together having such an architecture that supports information sharing,

collaboration and collective action (Laitinen 2020, 18-19; Spagnoletti et al. 2015).

Digital affordances

Digital – or technology – affordance refers to an action potential based on the possibilities

afforded to its users by a technology (Majchrzak & Markus 2012, Treem & Leonardi 2012).

Features of a surface like a platform’s workspace – afford – for example, interaction options

for its users (Fayard & Weeks 2007, Yoo et al. 2012).

Social Affordances

Social affordance in this study refers to an action-potential that people afford to the

interaction that happens while collaborating on a digital platform. They are the social

constructions of the settings for organizing of a group’s work – and based rather on the

individual than on the platform (Fayard & Weeks 2007, Nambisan, Wright & Feldman 2019,

Sileno, Boer & Van Engers 2014).

1.2 Research questions

Due to the twofold approach – with the dimensions of technological and social enablers of

organizing – the affordance lens, that in its relational nature regards both the digital artifacts

and the users of technology together, is applied (Orlikowski & Scott 2008, Volkoff & Strong

2017). By asking about the affordances for collaboration this study aims to explore, what is

the role of material artifacts that define the possibilities for what can be done, i.e., what the
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collaboration platform affords for network members while use the platform’s functionalities.

Thus, how the digital and social affordances in fast digital organizing enable a fast-

organizing process of a temporary network collaboration. Figure 1 lists the research

questions and describes their connection to theory and the empirical approach of this study.

The main research question is:

How digital and social affordances enable fast temporary organizing processes

on a collaboration a platform?

Three sub questions are:

SubRQ1: What are the characteristics of fast and temporary digital organizing?

SubRQ2: What are the digital and social affordances enabling fast and

temporary digital organizing on a collaboration platform?

SubRQ3: How can social and digital affordances be used for analyzing

organizing on a collaboration platform?

Figure 1. Research questions and related theoretical and empirical approach.
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The first sub-question is studied based on previous literature about temporary and digital

organizing. Also, semi-structured interviews to five active participants in the collaboration

of the case study are analyzed. The interviewees answered to questions about time and

organizing. Second, the digital and social affordances of goal-oriented digital collective

action are discussed theoretically. And the digital affordances are recognized by conducting

an inductive data-analysis to the artifacts that participants of the case study’s organizing left

on the collaboration platform they used as the home base for their work. Then social

affordances are formed based on expert profiles. Relevant theories and empirical views to

this study are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Key concepts related to theoretical and empirical approach

Theory Empirical approach Concepts Chapter

Affordance theory perception,
affordance, surface

1–5

Sociomateriality Socio-materiality material, social,
critical realism,

relational ontology
agency

2

New forms of
organizing

temporary organizing,
network

collaboration,
organizing as a

process

2

Applying affordance
theory empirically

granularity,
affordance

actualization,
generative

mechanisms, action-
potential

3 & 4

Grounded theory; The
Gioia method

inductive analysis,
data-driven approach,

interpretative
analysis, re-
evaluating

3–5
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This study aims to recognize, which technological possibilities and social features enable

fast digital cross-boundary expert network’s knowledge co-creation when a collaboration

platform plays a central role in the organizing process. For that, a methodological approach

is developed and tested. Affordances are analyzed coding platform data by using Gioia

methodology steps to formulate concepts (Gioia et al. 2012; Ravasi, 2021b).  The analysis

method is also inspired by previous literature about empirical use of affordance theory and

research on large-scale collaborations (Fromm et al. 2020; Malhotra et al. 2021). The

empirical affordance approach is the basis for using questions that give concrete answers at

the coding phase. Also, granularity of affordances is observed during analysis. These

combined to Gioia method form four suggestions for empirical affordance approach.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

First, the theoretical basis and the context of the study is presented in chapter 2. The main

theoretical chapters concern the sociomaterial approach, the affordance theory, and how

these together can help to understand fast and temporary organizing processes on platforms.

The new digital forms of organizing are discussed.  In chapter 3, the phases of data analysis

and the final analysis method are presented. Chapter 4 concludes findings. In chapters 5 and

6 conclusions, risks and limitations and future research possibilities are discussed.
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2. Digital and social affordances as enablers of temporary
virtual organizing

Technology-driven connectivity that digitalization affords has given opportunities for new

ways of organizing. The way groups use technologies is a sum of the features of the

technology as well as the choices and capabilities of its users (Leonardi 2013, 751; Leonardi

& Treem 2020, 1-3). Understanding affordances offers insights of how the possibilities of

technology are perceived and how users take actions based on this perception (Leonardi

2013, 751).  It is difficult to distinguish materiality and human aspects of virtual organizing

from each other (Kallinikos et al. 2012, 5-7). Thus, a lens that treats material and social as

equally important dimensions of interaction processes and organizing is needed. This lens,

the point of view, is here referred to as the sociomaterial perspective. Hence, in this chapter

sociomateriality, affordance theory and new forms of virtual organizing are discussed.

Figure 2: The theoretical framework of this study
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2.1 Sociomateriality as context of digital organizing

Organizational phenomena in relation to technology have widely been in interest of scholars

during the last three decades. The sociomaterial approach has gained attention due to the so-

called material turn that took place when scholars were worried that the attention of research

is either on the actions of people or the technology. Thus, the sociomaterial perspective is an

attempt to look at the big picture without forgetting the technological context nor the agency

of people who are acting in the technological environment. (Orlikowksi 2007, 1437-1438;

Cooren 2020, 3-4)

Orlikowski and Scott (2008, 433-434) call sociomaterial an umbrella concept for how

technology has been approached in various studies about technology and organizations.

Thus, sociomaterial view has proved to be rewarding while interpreting the role of

information technological solutions, interactions and organizational features (Zammuto et

al. 2007, 749-760). In this study, the digital and social dimensions of virtual collaboration

are studied as enablers of fast organizing (Figure 2). This makes the approach of this study

sociomaterial, which means that people while working – act and interact through material

forms in material spaces. (Orlikowski 2007, 1437-1438.)

2.1.1 Social and material in digital organizing

Organizing on collaboration platform – as presented and analyzed in this study – has

similarities to using social media as a platform. Organizing through social media is by its

nature sociomaterial (Leonardi & Vaast 2017, 31; Orlikowski 2007, 1435). Thus, both the

collaboration platform and social media gather a network of people together and its members

publish and comment not necessarily being aware of their input to organizing (Leonardi &

Vaast 2017). However, the purpose of using a collaboration platform is different from social

media.
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Orlikowski & Scott (2008, 464-468) propose sociomateriality as one solution to gain more

understanding of technology and organizations and call for research that emphase the

materiality of organizing, material forms and spaces. Doing an activity is also central to

sociomaterial view. Reality constitutes in these activities which are performative and

produced in discursive acts (Orlikowski & Scott 2008).  Consequently, materiality of

technology is "integral to human activities and relations" (Orlikowski & Scott 2008, 437-

438).

Further, neither people nor technology is dominating the dynamics of acts, practices nor

interactions when the context is defined as sociomaterial (Bali & Sinha 2020). Social and

material can only be separate on an analytical level but not in practice. (Orlikowski 2007,

1436; Parmiggiani & Mikalsen 2013). The structuring of an organizing process in a

sociomaterial context frames the theoretical and empirical approach of this study (Figure 2).

The thought that social and material are equally important has its background in actor

network theory (ANT) that was originally a creation of sociologists Bruno Latour and Michel

Callon (Orlikowski & Scott 2008, 456). Parmiggiani & Mikalsen (2013, 90) have

systematically listed different facets of sociomateriality by using questions What, How,

When and Where to frame their analysis of previous literature about sociomateriality. They

conclude that actor-network theory (ANT) is the source of concepts that are widely used by

scholars applying sociomaterial approach. (Orlikowski & Scott 2008; Parmiggiani &

Mikalsen 2013).

In addition to Latour’s actor network theory (Orlikowski 2007, 1437-1438), sociomaterial

view has its roots in widely applied theories. For example, Hultin (2020, 93-101) adapts

Butler’s (1993) concepts of performativity and subject positions to define realities to be

constructed in practices. Moura and Bispo (2019, 352-354) list several traditions from

humanities to ICT-research as representing the sociomaterial perspective.  In this study, the

ways IS research and research on organizing have applied the sociomaterial view frame the

research approach.

There are both human and material agencies that are constitutive elements of structures and

work routines. Thus, an agency is needed for the technological (material) and social for some

activity, for example, organizing, to take place. (Jarzabkowski & Pinch 2013, 579-583)
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Agency – human or nonhuman – according to Orlikowski (2007, 1438) when she refers to

Latour (1987) is not a capacity that is beforehand defined and divides world to subjects and

objects. Critical realism as ontology of social and material is a typical approach in

information science. From the empirical point of view, it helps in recognizing mechanisms

that bring structures to action – like affordances – through agency since it understands them

as independent entities. (Leonardi 2012; Hultin 2019, 91-92; Bygstad, Munkvold & Volkoff

2020, 84.)

As noted, there are also research streams that do not embrace the entanglement but have the

focus in two dimensions: material and social. For example, socio-technical system theory

that is interested in variances – that is speed and efficiency – of inputs, processes, and outputs

(Trist 1981). Malhotra et al. (2021) used the socio-technical approach to understand

sociotechnical affordances of large-scale collaborations. Sociomaterial and socio-technical

can be conceptually separated also on level of systems as Leonardi (2012) does. In

sociomaterial systems, different aspects of technology, context and social actors are

assimilated in the entanglement of social and material (Leonardi 2012). Socio-technical

systems theorists understood the entanglement of social and material but primarily wanted

to express that technology can support “social arrangements” (Leonardi & Barley 2008).

Although, there are different research streams that define sociomateriality in different

manners, these streams also have similarities. According to Spee (2020), the common ground

is in the way a “constitutive entanglement” between social and material is defined. The main

differences between different research streams come from how tight the connectedness of

social and material is considered (Ibid.).

2.1.2 Sociomaterial, socio-material or socio-technical

Under the category sociomaterial, various similar yet divergent concepts refer to different

ontological standpoints. In his speech at Strategizing Activities and Practices (SAP)

community’s webinar June 2020, Paul Spee highlighted that the way sociomaterial is written

has various meanings that a researcher applying sociomaterial approach needs to be aware

of, i.e., nuances are important. As well as Spee, Hultin (2019, 92) also sees the awareness of
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internal meanings of different spellings and approaches to social and material essential for

understanding how to utilize the sociomaterial approach in research (Table 2).

Characteristic for socio-technical paradigm that divides the social and material dimensions

is that the technological objects in social interactions mediated by materiality are tied to

social outcomes (Kallinikos et al. 2012, 9).  According to this socio-technical approach,

social and material impact on each other as independent entities instead of being entangled

(Chin, Evans, Choo & Tan 2015; Hultin 2019; Spee 2020). However, sociomateriality can

also been considered as entangled in its nature. From this relational point of view, the social

and material are not distinct but interlaced. This sociomaterial view, written without hyphen,

emphases relational ontology. It refers to agential realism that is also known as ontology of

becoming and well known from Orlikowski’s (2007, 1444) concept of constitutive

entanglement. While discussing sociomaterial approach framed by socio-technical system

theory, spelling is socio-technical. The social and technical are seen as separate from each

other but their interrelations are determinatively important. Even though the different

spellings refer to different research streams, scholars sometimes use them interchangeably

(Leonardi 2012). When socio-material is written with hyphen, interdependence of social and

material is highlighted and the ontological assumption, which is the lens for understanding

different phenomena, is critical realism. Implications of different spellings of sociomaterial

are presented in Table 2 (Hultin 2019, 92-93; Malhotra et al. 2020, 8; Mutch 2010, 517;

Parmiggiani& Mikalssen 2013, 88, 96-99; Spee 2020).

Orlikowski’s (2007) widespread notions of sociomateriality and the idea of entanglement of

social and material is challenged by Cooren (2020). He suggests materialization as a more

useful concept than materiality when studying organizing. According to Cooren (2020, 15-

16), materiality is a feature of everything. Immateriality exists too but can only be

experienced through something material (Ibid.). In his relational/communicative take on

(socio-)materiality, he embraces the idea that everything is experienced via material entities.

He sees no point opposing immaterial and material and suggests that analyzing properties of

what exists is more fruitful than studying the entanglement (Ibid., 2). However, also the

critics of Orlikowski’s (2007) suggestions agree on that social and material are equally

important in organizing. Thus, representations – like artifacts – should from the

sociomaterial perspective be understood as a form of action which is always both: social and

material not neither nor (Cooren 2020, 16; Lorino 2018, 51-53).
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Table 2. Sociomateriality in different research streams.

Spelling Relation of social and
material

Ontological view Examples of literature

Sociomaterial Constitutive entanglement,
performativity, interplay of

social and material,
performative relational

enactments

Relational ontology and
applications of it, rooted

in process ontology

Cooren 2020; Hultin
2019; Orlikowski 2007

Socio-material,
also material

Concrete analysis of
organizational practices and

features of technology

Critical realism Leonardi 2012; Mutch,
2010; Volkoff & Strong

2013

Socio-technical Technological emphasis:
sometimes used as an
umbrella concept of

sociomaterial approaches in
IS studies. Two dimension,

social and technical that
cause actions on each other

Essentialist, i.e.,
ontology of being

Bijker 1997; Chin, Evans,
Choo & Tan 2015;
Malhotra et al 2021

Similar differences in ontological views as in the sociomaterial discussion, have also been

discussed among research on technology affordances (Majchrzak & Markus 2012). For

example, Faraj & Azad (2012) discuss affordance theory, affordances and relational

ontology whereas Volkoff & Strong (2013) theorize affordance theory from the critical

realist point of view. Next, the common soil of affordance theory and sociomateriality is

discussed.

2.1.3 Sociomateriality and affordances

“Affordances are thus a term for understanding how humans interact with the material

world.” (Jarzabkowski & Pinch 2013, 582)

The affordance approach can be applied when there is a need to understand how material

environments effect social interactions (Gaver 1996, 111-112). The aim of this study is to

understand an organizing process in a sociomaterial context. To understand the social and
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material aspects, the theoretical frame is constituted from the sociomaterial view and using

the Gibson’s theory of visual perception – i.e., affordance theory – that has been applied in

studies about possibilities of technology (for example, Faraj et al. 2011).

 The use of affordance theory to understand IT artifacts was presented by Hutchby (2001).

Affordance perspective is adapted to studying technology and social interaction together

while avoiding technological determinism and constructivism as opposite to each other

(Leonardi 2012; Fromm et al. 2020). Affordances affect organizational actions (Treem &

Leonardi 2012). Both social and material aspects of digital organizing are discussed when it

comes to the concept of affordances (Laitinen & Sivunen 2020). Affordance theory suggests

that the social actors bring to life the possibilities of material surfaces (Gibson 1979, 127-

129). Thus, sociomaterial approach is a suitable lens for understanding the interrelated

action-potentials of social actors and technological surfaces of organizing.

Technology-mediated actions make visible the means of actors, perception and the factors

that have an impact on this perception, i.e., technology and the people using it (Gaver 1991,

83). Affordances generate actions, and those actions are both material and social. Therefore,

in this study, the concept of sociomaterial is defined as in the work of Orlikowski: as

entanglement of those two dimensions. There is no need to separate these two dimensions

when discussing sociomaterial context and organizing as phenomena.

However, in the analysis of the empirical part of this study the approach is similar to Volkoff

& Strong’s (2013, 819). Hence, affordances actualize from interaction of actors and

technological artifacts. Thus, there is a different set of material and social affordances, since

the aim is to understand what the digital platform as the material dimension enables, and

then again what social actions of participants on their behalf afford for the organizing process

on the collaboration platform.

2.2 Affordance theory: from visual perception to possibilities of technology

The affordance theory originates to Gibson’s (1979) studies of animals. He meant the term

affordance to refer to both animals and their environment. According Gibson’s (1979)

original idea, affordances are properties of surfaces that are related to animals on the surface,
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and, thereby, affordances get actualized in interpretation of the surface by these animals.

They are not just material entities but related to context and actors, which in original theory

refers to animals.

When surface affords to an animal, it offers potentials for actions. According to Gibson’s

original thinking surfaces are horizontal, flat, extended, and rigid (Gibson 1979, 127-128).

Scholars studying nowadays via digital lenses observe – instead of rigid and flat surfaces –

fluid, malleable and multidimensional surfaces that afford their users multiple choices.

Possibilities of digital surfaces in a sociomaterial context have been studied applying

affordance theory (See for example Faraj et al. 2011; Leonardi & Vaast 2017.)

2.2.1 Gibson’s original theory of affordances

At the heart of Gibson’s (1979) definition of the nature of affordances is perception. While

looking at objects, we perceive their affordances instead of their qualities, thus, “what the

object affords us is what we normally pay attention to” (Gibson 1979, 134). Gibson (1979,

134) gives high value to tools that leave traces on substances and surfaces. He uses brushes

and pens as examples of these kind of tools that effect the perception of an environment. The

perceiver realizes from the traces left by tools, what actions can be taken. In brief, an

affordance is an action-potential a subject affords to its perceiver (Ibid.; Majchrzak &

Markus 2012).

Gibson (1979) builds on work of gestalt psychologists who developed further the previous

theories about perception, for example, behavioral theories. The theorizing around meaning

and value in gestalt psychology understood the meaning and value as something that an

object has in the form of information.  But in affordance theory, what is perceived when

affordances materialize into actions is not value-free nor concrete in nature but “a value-rich

ecological object”, i.e., value and meaning are not qualities of objects but generated from

information that is perceived from affordances (Gibson 1979, 140). Affordances are not

restricted to physical or phenomenal world according to Gibson’s (1979, 136) thinking.

Thus, perceiving value of things immediately is due to affordances that offer information to

an observer who perceives it right away (Gibson 1979, 139-140).
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According to Gibson (1979), affordances require a right kind of “ambient light” so that they

can be perceived. The concept ‘light’ refers to visual sensing which affordance theory is

originally about. Instead of being qualities of the surface, affordances are those things that

get the attention of the perceiver. Thus, an observer and its environment interact and

information is founded on the perceiver’s perception of the surface of the environment.

(Ibid.) In a process of perceiving, affordances are immediately perceived possibilities, or

potentials, which generate into actions (Bygstad et al. 2016).

Perceiving or perception can be defined in manifold ways but for this study it is enough to

recognize that in Gibson’s thinking it refers to operating intuitively or even more

unconsciously and on different levels of awareness. Actualizing an affordance happens by

using possibilities of materiality (Volkoff & Strong 2017). Thus, affordance theory and

sociomaterial view both recognize the actor and the material in processes that lead to actions.

Gibson concludes that mediums must be perceived to recognize their affordances and that is

how it is possible to benefit from them. “Affordances are properties taken with reference to

the observer. … invariants that are related at one extreme to the motives and needs of an

observer and at the other extreme to the substances and surfaces of a world” (Gibson 1979,

143).

This sums up what is in common for sociomaterial view and affordance theory. Affordance

theory is all about perception and redefining how actors process information. The perceiving

and processing are intuitive, and affordances work on different levels (Volkoff & Strong

2017). In a technology context, this means not just sending a comment to a platform but first

opening the element for the text and then writing and editing it.

Affordances exist in physical and phenomenal realities (Gibson 1979). In digital context, the

physical technology and phenomena of organizing and social conventions are also the

dimensions scholars utilizing affordance theory in digital environments have studied. New

social and technology-based behaviors emerge when working practices with new

technologies are created (Gaver 1996, 111-113). These behaviors are enabled by social and

digital affordances. Originally, Gibson (1979) described tools and substances as the

possibilities that afford action, but in a technological context the possibilities are afforded

by the technology and the conventions users are familiar with. Affordances can help to

understand how an organizing process emerges from possibilities of technology and agency

of actors. Social settings are as important as the technology. (Zammuto 2007 et al., 752-753.)
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It has been discussed whether digital affordances can be restrictive or can they just open

possibilities (Zammuto et al. 2007). In Gibson’s (1979) original thinking, there can be

offerings that are beneficial or injurious. This enabling and restricting nature of affordances

is also discussed in Technology Affordances and Constraints Theory, TACT (Majchrzak &

Markus 2012). Thus, affordances can both support actions and hinder them.

2.2.2 Digital affordances

Digital affordances are context-related technological possibilities and potential for actions

on a digital environment (Majchrzak & Markus 2012; Laitinen & Sivunen 2020). Affordance

lens has been applied in IS and organizational research to understand possibilities of

technology. In technology and organizing, the affordances are shaped by the way

technologies are adapted by their users. The way individuals utilize affordances on virtual

platforms originates often from the way they have used similar technologies, for example,

social media platforms, in their free time. Also, affordance theory in a technological context

helps to understand loss and gain of opportunities that digital applications afford to their

users. (Cai, McKenna & Waizenegger 2020, 910-912; Leonardi & Vaast 2017.)

Possibilities of environment get reshaped into what the actors’ that use it, need. Beneficial

elements are made available and negative elements are left to a smaller role (Gibson 1979,

129-131). One approach to digital affordances is technology affordances and constraints

theory (TACT). It is applied to understand the interaction of people and organizations in

relation to technology use and technological practices. TACT is a theoretical frame that

highlights the fact that the information systems at hand effect their own usage and, on the

other hand, have consequences on wider scale to practices of working. The affordance lens

reveals that the use of technology, for example, social media, shapes phenomena on all

organizational levels from broad knowledge sharing to individual decision making.

(Leonardi & Vaast 2017, 6; Majchrzak and Markus 2012.)

Since, the era of COVID-19 led to a switch of moving to remote work, more research of

group work and digital affordances emerged than before. Thus, it became essential to

knowledge workers to discover affordances of different technologies in new ways during the

COVID-19 pandemic which also became interest of researchers. Studying teamwork,
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Waizenegger, McKenna, Cai & Bendz (2020, 430-437) came to the conclusion that tasks

and goals of teams remained the same during the COVID-19 pandemic, but the affordances

changed from environmental – i.e., action-potentials an environment affords to actors – to

technological or digital ones. Technology meant continuity for teams that started working

remotely.

Also, larger groups than teams moved to virtual surroundings. The digital environments,

such as social media or collaboration platforms that are in interest of this study, afforded

behaviors to organizational processes (Treem & Leonardi 2012). Studying several articles

from two decades that had discussed “large-scale collaborations (LSCs) tasked with

knowledge dissemination and innovation”, Malhotra et al. (2021, 1) found three

sociotechnical affordances that generate action for large scale collaborations: 1) affordance

of knowledge collaging (that helps to get over challenges in knowledge exchange), 2)

affordance of purposeful deliberating (which helps to knowledge deliberation challenges),

and 3) affordance of knowledge interlacing (which affords combining knowledge).

Technology that has been used for group work has had little attention in previous research

about large scale collaborations. Instead, research has concentrated on knowledge creation

challenges, for example, the lack of shared goals, social cues and relationships and

interactions failing to create common ground. Since common ground and relations in large-

scale collaborations (LSCs’) are not as likely as in smaller collaborations, the actions that

participants take on the virtual surroundings is a more fruitful aspect for analysis. Thus, these

studies have made an effort to bring the previous research of technology and affordances in

collaboration to the current widely spread remote work context. Digitality has an important

role in overcoming challenges of technology-enabled forms of large-scale organizing which

have become more common. (Malhotra et al. 2021, 2-18.)

Previous research on digital affordances has recognized action potentials in different

contexts even the research on virtual large-scale goal-oriented collaboration is still somewhat

scarce. The often-used set of affordances mostly known from Treem’s and Leonardi’s (2012)

research is on a rather abstract level (Table 3). Their set is applicable for social media use in

organizational settings concentrating on what the user is able to do and reach with each

affordance. Treem & Leonardi (2012, 143) use affordance approach to organize their

empirical findings.
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‘Visibility’ refers to access to knowledge and how visible actors' social capital is (Treem &

Leonardi 2012). ‘Persistence’ refers to a possibility to understand and see an object as its

original form even when actors have worked with the object and it may have taken new

forms (Siegert & Löwstedt 2019, Treem & Leonardi 2012, 143-155). ‘Editability’ is the

technological possibility to craft and recraft what is seen on the platform (Treem & Leonardi

2012). ‘Association’ is definition for affordances that generate actions when the users of

technology perceive a social tie between individuals or recognizing and associate contents

to other previous contexts they know (Treem & Leonardi 2012).

Table 3.  The four well known digital affordances.

Digital affordance Definition

Visibility Actor perceives the idea that a platform affords
visibility for themselves and others

Editability The technological possibility to craft and recraft
what is seen on the platform

Persistence Same form after the sender has sent a
message/content

Association A social tie or connections between individuals to
each other and the content also recognizing and

associating content

As many other scholars (for example, Laitinen & Sivunen 2020, Siegert & Löwsted 2019),

Treem and Leonardi (2012) are studying social media, however, research on other

technological platforms that afford virtual collaboration possibilities is still somewhat

scarce. Thus, the categories – visibility, persistence, association and editability – can be

applied to describe how processes are affected by the materiality of a technology used by

participants especially in organizational settings and social media use (Table 3). For other

platforms, this widely used set is an example of what abstraction level is useful while

theorizing digital affordances.

Recognizing affordances for a software development project in their study about stigmergic

coordination, Crowston et al. (2019) use the determinant “socio-technical” as the definer of
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nature of affordances that enable coordination. They use the same main category, socio-

technical affordances, for both the digital as well as for affordances that refer to capabilities

and skills of the social individuals who are part of the coordinating.

Sociotechnical affordances defined by Crowston et al. (2019) are applied by Choudhury et

al. (2020) to understand a totally virtual company’s work practices. The possibilities that the

sociomaterial environment of work must afford – a technological set of affordances – are

‘visibility’, ‘legibility’ and ‘combinability’ (Choudhury et al 2020). Visibility, in brief,

means that the work of others is visible for everyone contributing shared work. Legibility is

the potential to comprehend the work of others. Combinability means that everyone’s

contributions can be formed into a coherent joint output. In their case study, these enable the

asynchronous collaboration that is the key element in their processes.

Karahanna, Xu, Xu & Zhang (2018) suggest that the users of social media have psychological

needs they fulfil while using applications and these needs are drivers of affordances

actualization. Their analysis focused on social media context and they applied the needs-

affordances-features theory (NAF) (Ibid.). Since large scale collaborations – that are in

interest of this study – are more goal-oriented and individual needs being not as their main

drivers, the goal-orientation of actors (Bygstad et al 2016) is a more applicable view. Since,

the individuals are driven more by their professional interests than universal life needs that

Karahanna et al. (2018, 738) mention as the motivation of individuals.

In conclusion, a universal set of digital affordances is not possible to form for affordances

as they are context-related. Some of the digital affordance sets have been applied in several

studies, but this requires that the technology that is used is similar enough compared to the

setting where the categories of digital affordances have been formed. Digital affordances are

the action-potentials of the technologies that are used to take actions in different settings,

and they afford possibilities from micro to macro level in organizing.

Yet, the digital affordances are not the only antecedents of collaboration practices that form

the organizing but as Majchrzak et al. (2013) claim: also, actors have an important role on

collaborating online. Material qualities such as technology features cannot afford action if

they are not perceived as affordances by the users who are members of a social group

(Leonardi 2013, 751). This brings us to social affordances that are reviewed next.
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2.2.3 Social affordances and digital context

Research that discusses virtual knowledge sharing and concepts of digital affordances has

somewhat consistent and clear categories and abstraction level of affordances. However,

social affordances lack similar discussion and well-known definitions. Thus, theorizing of

social dimension in virtual organizing is more dependent on the interpretation and context

of each study.

Even though social affordances are often interpreted as attributes of material surroundings,

while studying digital and social enablers of knowledge co-creation and organizing, it is

useful to choose a different perspective. Thus, conceptualizing social affordances as

possibilities for action offered by people frames the definition of social affordances in this

study. The potentials that are originated in individuals participating interaction that generates

knowledge co-creation are social affordances.  (Fayard & Weeks 2007, 608-611; Gaver

1991; Gaver 1996; Sutcliffe, Gonzalez, Binder & Nevarez 2011.)

Material environment has its own potentials for social interaction. In organizational

knowledge creation, digital artifacts are interacting as well as the social actors participating

it. Studying social behaviors, technology and interactions, Gaver (1996) discussed the

relation between material and social in interacting. New social behaviors and working

practices take place when using new technologies. Moments of disruption are good points

on timeline to recognize social affordances. Old practices and affordances become apparent

when they do not afford potentials for interaction in the new technological context that has

its own new action potentials.  (Baralou & Tsoukas 2015; Gaver 1991; Gaver 1996,111-113;

Waizenegger et al. 2020.)

The ability to perceive and understand visual information is the basis of social affordances.

The interface that gets perceived is not defined as not human or cultural in any studies. Social

affordances need both the surface that is perceived but also cultural knowledge, interactions

and other features of the people. Perceptual information is communicated for actions by

agency. In order to provoke informal interaction, propinquity, privacy and social designation

are needed. Material constructions that support interactions in different environments has an

impact on how people use technology. Affordance actualizations do not exist without the
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perception and processing of a social individuals (Gaver 1991, 82 – 83; Fayard & Weeks

2007).

In the study of Tang & Hew (2017) of mobile instant messaging, social affordances are

defined as an action potential to promote online social presence to express feelings,

emotions, and moods. This is a good example of how the social affordances are not located

in the technology but in the individual as well. Thus, there is a difference between digital

affordances for sociality and social affordances: possibility for expressing emotions on a

platform is an affordance for sociality but the social affordance in this context is the users’

ability to express themselves.

The social affordances for organizing on digital platforms on their behalf, enable the

behavior of crowds using the technology, and crowd behaviors effect the processes on

platforms. Affordances have better possibilities to generate into actions on digital platforms,

if they promote wanted behaviors. Openness is crucial since it affords actors access which

can generate, for example, new digital affordances or innovative behavior.  (Nambisan 2019

et al., 2-7.) The social aspect that these behaviors represent needs to be taken into account

while studying organizing process on platforms and one way is to recognize social

affordances for collaboration.

 Zammuto et al. (2007, 752 - 758) discussed different practices of organizing from the IT

and the organizational point of view. The set of affordances they end up with is structured

and defined by taking into account the technological and social aspects of affordance

realization. Affordances they defined were: 1) visualizing entire work process, which helps

collective sensemaking by making organizational processes visible, 2) real-time/flexible

product and service creation, which enables quickly recombine resource or software

components in innovative ways, 3) virtual collaboration which refers to knowledge sharing,

4) mass collaboration which is an affordance for interacting and organizing and  helps to

create temporary organizations, and 5) simulations/synthetic representations, which means

possibility to conduct scenarios of what can happen. (Ibid.)

In general, social affordances are the communication of meanings from the environment to

actors and about how the environment interacts to shape behavior of the actors. These

behaviors are effected by cultural difference and context-related knowledge. Social
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affordances arise from social meaning and conventions of the setting (surface) providing an

opportunity or an obligation to interact. (Fayard & Weeks 2007, 608-615, 628.)

Figure 3. Social affordances in knowledge processes of digital organizing.

In conclusion, in this study the social affordances are defined as action potentials at the

surface of social actors and their capabilities as well as the perceived potential from digital

platform that gets actualized (Figure 3). Social affordances can be studied observing and by

recognizing cultural conventions and the social designation that is shared expectations and

understandings and individual abilities and skills. The context-related requirements for a

behavior must be recognized while analyzing social affordances. (Fayard & Weeks 2007.)

2.2.4 Defining and labelling sets of affordances

The determining factor that defines how affordances are categorized varies through different

studies. There can be said to be a consensus about the surface – as Gibson puts it – that

affords the action for actors. However, researchers of digital and social affordances do not

build on each other but choose each on how they use and categorize related concepts. Instead,
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studies tend to add new affordances to “the already exhaustive list” that previous studies

have presented. Many studies define affordances in a logical way so that they are similar,

but the abstraction level varies from study to study and often even inside the same set of

affordances. Furthermore, there does not seem to exist a shared practice of labelling

affordances (Fromm et al. 2020, 6).

Figure 4. Granularity levels of virtual network’s organizing.

First, affordances have been formed to be consistent categories on same level of abstraction

by recognizing their granularity. Combinations of objects and actors define on what

granularity level an affordance is typologized (Bygstad et al. 2016, 87-89). For example, for

interactions on collaboration platforms actors have the possibility to communicating, which

is on a quite general granularity level. But, on a more specific granularity level, the platform

affords to it’s users the potential for composing comments to a chat (Volkoff & Strong 2017).

In addition, affordances can also be divided into categories based on the granularity of the

affordance as Volkoff & Strong (2007, 234-238) suggest. The idea of granularity lies in

Gibson’s idea of how detailed affordance is in question. (Volkoff & Strong 2007; 2017). An

example of social and digital affordance types categorized on different granularity levels is

presented in Figure 4.

Second, labelling and categorizing affordances has been based on their relational nature, yet

an approach with characterizing users of technology, is also possible. A surface can also be

the label of an affordance category. For example, Waizenegger et al. (2020) name the
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affordance categories ’social’, ’technological’, ’environmental’, ’functional’ and ’mobile

phone’ since these are the surfaces that afford actions according to their study.

The generalizability of affordances is achieved by both approaches – a) by taking into

account the level of abstraction and b) to develop category labels based on the relationality

and surface that is studied – due to the conceptualizing that is valid for other similar

technologies and user groups (Ibid., 7). Affordances can also be labelled based on what

people can do when perceiving the affordance. The granularity of affordances can be

recognized by asking, if there is a more specific way to describe the action-potential the

subject affords. Granularity can be more detailed or more general level. In Gibson’s apple

example, the fruit affords eating on a more general granularity level but, for example, biting

and chewing on a more specific granularity level (Volkoff & Strong 2007, 5). Volkoff &

Strong (2007) also highlight how the same affordance, if very abstract, can refer to various

activities.

Affordances are action potentials not technology capabilities, features, uses, or usage

outcomes (Fromm et al. 2020, 6). However, from features etc. one can analytically interpret

which affordances have actualized and generated actions. In Table 4, the list of studies

exploring the question of labelling affordances is shown with a taxonomy of affordances and

the logic of how labelling of affordances is created in each of these studies. As Fromm et al.

(2020, 1-7) point out, there is not a fully-fledged way of labelling affordances or a standard

practice of how labelling should be done. They suggest gerunds – verbs formed into nouns

– as one possible solution (Ibid. 7). Gerunds help differ affordances from technology

features, use and outcomes of technology usage and keep the focus on affordances that are

potentials for action.
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Table 4. Examples of how affordances have been labelled into different categories.

As noted, the definition of affordances is not unambiguous (Fromm et al. 2020).  It is the

relation between the actor and the material artifact that defines affordances. It is easier to

recognize what is an action-potential and what then again, for example, an outcome of

actions if the discussion stays on a more concrete level. Abstraction can make this

recognizing as well as noticing granularity levels problematic. (Volkoff & Strong 2017, 4-

5) Thus, defining a consistent set of affordances needs reflecting concrete features of

artifacts and actors.

Type of affordances Definers of labelling
affordances

Listed affordances Author(s) Article
name

Large scale
collaboration
affordances

Knowledge sharing
challenge and the answer to
it

Knowledge Collaging,
Purposeful
Deliberating,
Knowledge Interlacing

Malhotra A.,
Majchrzak A. &
Lyytinen K. (2021)

Relative; actualize when
perceived; theory
originates from
environmental
affordances

Technology use to achieve
team collaboration goals

Informal Interaction;
Social Behaviors,
Environment

Fayard A-L. &
Weeks J. (2007)

Five affordances of
organizing that
recognize IT and
organizational features
as well as the social
aspects of affordance
realization to action

Informal interactions Visualizing Entire
Work Process, Real-
Time/Flexible Product
and Service Creation
Virtual Collaboration,
Mass Collaboration,
Simulations/Synthetic
Representation

Zammuto, R.,
Griffith, T.,
Majchrzak, A.,
Dougherty, D., &
Faraj, S. (2007)

The capabilities of
technology and choices
of people adapting a
new technology at work.

Individual or group actions  Individualized,
Collective, Shared

Leonardi, P. M.
(2013)

Action potential or
possibilities offered by
an object (e.g., digital
technology) in relation
to a specific user (or use
context)

The context of actions Spatial, Digital, Social,
Institutional, Collective

Nambisan S. et al.
(2019)

“social media
affordances for engaging
employees in online
communal workplace
conversations”

Engaging to social media
discussions

Metavoicing, Triggered
Attending, Network-
Informed Associating,
Generative Role-
Taking

Majchrzak, A., Faraj,
S., Kane, G. & Azad,
B. (2013).

Social media
affordances

Social media affordances
for organizational
processes

Visibility, Editability,
Association,
Persistence

Treem, J. W. &
Leonardi, P.M.
(2012).

Virtual team
collaboration
affordances

Social and functional
affordances

Functional Technology
Affordances, Social
Technology
Affordances

Waizenegger, L,
McKenna, B, Cai, W
& Bendz, T 2020
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2.3 New digital forms of organizing

Traditional ways of organizing have stepped aside in new operating environments, which

requires among other things interorganizational collaboration to be successful. The

traditional ways of measuring productivity are not working when the value is created in

interactions, relationships and personal development, for instance, in situational knowledge

networks. In these networks, a group of people can be organized to solve problems, perform

tasks and so forth. This sort of networks have increased, and there is a need for research that

is interested in what makes an emergent group to work for the purpose it has been built up

for. Trust and shared purpose make the collaboration possible. Technological tools can help

in participation and understanding of networked collaboration. Organizations that have been

part of a network before having found it useful to take part, understand more easily the value

of the interorganizational collaboration.  (Palmer, Benveniste & Dunford 2007; Hansen &

Pries-Heje 2020, 261-265.) In this study, organizing is understood as a process that happens

in time and has material and social dimension entwined together.

2.3.1 New forms of organizing

The research of new organizational forms has concerned topics such as temporality, spaces,

identity, and organizing as a process (Bakker et al. 2016). Earlier research on forms of

organizing was often interested in changes of these forms (Palmer et al. 2007, 1830).

However, also new forms replacing traditional ways of organizing has also been in interest

of researchers (Miles et al. 2009). For example, Palmer et al. (2007, 1820-1834) highlight

the co-existing of new and old forms of organizing. The attention in studying organizing has

moved from studying organizations to studying the organizing as a process, a form or a

perspective, and from structures to behaviors (Bakker et al. 2016, 1704; Schreyögg & Sydow

2010).

In modern working environments, it is important (Schreyögg & Sydow, 2010, 1255-1260)

to understand the value of intangible assets such as culture and paths of actions that are not
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always fixed, and the concepts of fluidity and stability are both needed in terms of

understanding organizing. According to Schreyögg & Sydow (2010, 1254), there is a need

for structures when organizing happens, but the amount of these structures can be rather

limited in the complex modern work systems. When dynamism increases, so does the need

for fluidity and malleability (Ibid). Their observation is similar to Hansen & Pries-Heje

(2020): the value is situated differently in new forms of organizing than in the traditional

ones.

Cross-boundary group work is one form of organizing that has become more common than

in previous decades. Team effectiveness and knowledge in organizations were theorized by

Edmondson & Harvey (2018) to understand cross-boundary teaming. They studied

temporary cross-border collaboration on team level. As well as forming cross-boundary

groups, digitized nature of work also produces new forms of organizing. A virtual cross-

boundary network collaboration or a knowledge network means that it is possible to work

enabled by technology and bring together people from different organizations who have the

needed expertise to solve the issue at hand. Technology is an enabler of virtual collaboration

so that the organizational and other borders can be overcome.  (Gilson 2015; Edmondson &

Harvey 2018, 347; Einola & Alvesson 2019, 72; Leonardi & Treem 2020). Patterns of

connectivity can be recognized from networks by interpreting the alignment to groups and

on many levels: delineating of a network is based on information flows and ties between the

actors (Adner 2017, 50-51).

What it means for a form of organizing to be new needs conceptualizing. Chia and King

(1998, 462, 476-477) say that understanding something as new – as a novelty - is perceived

by relating it to the temporality, movement, and change. It is typical to create a linear

progression when thinking what is new. However, there are different ways of

conceptualizing new. Scholars who have studied new forms of organizing tend to emphasize

this linear thinking so that digitality is often seen as a turning point. Thus, new forms of

organizing are those that are supported by technology.

Work practices that do not follow a linear path but require complex improvisation and quick

responses, diversity rather than similarity, and malleable technical solutions and emergent

social actions – are understood as features that new type of organizing needs. Yet, the
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complex new organizational forms do not necessarily lead to fluidity. Due to the role of

patterned problem solving and institutional dynamics in organization theory, Schreyögg and

Sydow (2010, 1250–1259), suggest that organizational theory should concentrate to master

the network and organizations requirements and countervail processes, and they doubt if the

new organizational forms are so fluid as thought after all.

2.3.2 Temporary organizing

According to Bakker et al., (2013, 386-7), the impact of time frame in working, and its role,

for example, for management need more attention in the field of studying temporary

collaboration such as project teams. In this study, time dimension of organizing is researched

from the viewpoint of temporary and fast organizing.

Temporary organizing has often been studied by analyzing the forming and actions of

emergent groups that start working at the moment of a crisis. Another typical example of

temporary organizing – more typical than emergent groups for knowledge-workers – are

projects. Project-based organizing refers to working temporary together until a specific task

is done. Collaboration may not take place afterwards. Temporary networks differ from

projects because projects are usually organized in a more permanent context even though the

project itself is temporary of its nature. However, as technology-mediated and cross-

boundary organizing have become more common, interest in them among organizational

research has also increased. (Montoya-Weiss, Massey & Song 2001; Sydow 2004;

Majchrzak, Järvenpää & Hollingshead 2007; Bakker, Boroş, Kenis & Oerlemans 2013; Beck

& Plowman 2013.)

Compared to more traditional organizational forms, temporary organizing has more loose

structures and enables emergence in activities and processes. The temporality of organizing

can be based on the temporal tasks or the fact that actors are engaged to work for a certain

period of time (Bakker et al. 2016, 1705).  When an organizing is known to be temporary

and has a due date, it impacts on the temporal elements of work and on what people

concentrate on. These temporal elements are those structures that enable work participants

to coordinate and make sense through agency, for example make appointments and plans to
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their calendars. Members of this kind of collaboration are aware of time and deadline. The

activities and practices are associated with collectives of interdependent individuals or

corporate actors, and the task has a collectively approved time frame. (Bakker et al. 2013;

Bakker et al. 2016; Orlikowski & Yates 2002.)

Temporary organizing, when understood as a form, is based on actions having a beginning

and an end (Lundin & Söderholm 1995, 438). In fast organizing, conventions, norms and

expectations are different from more permanent organizational structures. People follow

conventions when shared interaction and collaboration occur. To feel comfortable, people

lean on behaviors and choices that they interpret to belong to the context where they are

acting (Baralou & Tsoukas 2015, 602; Fayard & Weeks 2007, 614; Nambisan et al. 2019).

For example, there is no socialization to one organizational culture whose norms and

conventions could be followed. This highlights the specificity of social affordances in fast

organizing. The digital affordances are possibly new to some but the social context of

organizing is a new situation to everyone in fast organizing.

Bakker et al. (2016) present a typology of temporary organizing where the structures and

actors of organization are categorized. The structure of organizing can be permanent or

temporary, and so can an actor be. This is based on the view that organizing is a form. The

level of temporality varies in different forms. The temporary, ephemeral or disposable

organization is an organization where organizing and an actor are working temporarily.

(Bakker et al. 2016, 1706.) Similar theoretical approach as seeing organizing as a form was

presented in a recent study by Sydow & Windeler (2020, 483). They suggest that analyzing

temporary organizing can be done through a practice-based perspective such as in the classic

sociological structuration view of Giddens (1984). They highlight that the temporary forms

of organizing do not replace more permanent structures but are often interorganizational of

their nature and change the structures and reshape organizational phenomena. (Sydow &

Windeler 2020, 480-487.)

The form and structure as definers of temporary organizing differ from understanding

temporary organizing as a process. If temporary organizing is studied as a process, the

interplay of structures with agency of people participating the organizing becomes more

important than the structure itself (Bakker et al. 2016). While analyzing fast organizing

process, the features of a temporary organizing process are important background

information. Fastness, of course, is relative. For example, it can take several weeks to
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knowledge to be shared in an efficient way in virtual teams (Kanawattanachai & Yoo 2007,

799). Temporary organizing requires (Schreyögg, & Sydow 2010) both structural flexibility

(material) and dynamic capabilities (social). The temporal dimension of sociomateriality has

been studied in information infrastructures by recognizing the performative

accomplishments that are originated both in material phenomena and humans.  (Parmiggiani

&Mikelsen 2013.)

In conclusion, to understand a fast and temporary organizing process instead of

concentrating on organizational structures and permanent contexts, it is more useful to

explore the interplay of actors and everchanging structures and the performed actions that

emerge during the process.

2.3.3 Digital platforms and organizing

The role of technology in organizing takes increasingly place when new forms of organizing

are discussed. Studying IT and organizational form and function did not gain much attention

from the 1970s to 2006. Still, the everyday life of people has been increasingly technology-

mediated, and the need for studying technology together with organizational forms and

organizing has been recognized (Zammuto et al. 2007, 750-751).

Organizing process on a platform is sociomaterial of its nature, since technology plays an

important role in it. Technological platforms enable collective interaction and

synchronous/asynchronous visibility for organizing (Ciborra 1996; Laitinen 2020; Yoo,

Boland, Lyytinen & Majchrzak 2012). When collaboration takes place across boundaries,

and a large group of people is working together, digital platforms enable simultaneous and

asynchronous work and processes to be changed and designed (Ciborra 1996; Laitinen 2020,

18; Markus & Loebbecke 2013, 650-651; Yoo et al. 2012). Virtual interaction processes in

groups benefit from using a collaboration platform (Laitinen 2020, 18-19). However, the

human resources make the structures and exploring possibilities on a platform, not the

technology (Ciborra 1996, 104). Yet, each platform gets its own characteristics from the

technological solutions and features on the platform (Yoo et al. 2012).
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According to Chatterjee et al. (2017), a platform affords fluid organizing since it affords

tools for fluid interaction between members. Organizing actions are afforded by technology

of the platform as fast digital organizing processes. Collaborating on a platform affords

reviewability for agents of the organizing process (Faraj et al. 2011, 1234).

New ways of organizing and organizational forms require also a new lens for studying them.

Majchrzak, Markus & Wareham (2016) suggest that emergent digital designing is actually a

better lens for studying societal change than studying organizations. Majchrzak et al. (2016,

274) mention among others that network, conditions and emergence are useful concepts in

this new methodological journey. As justified before, organizing on platforms can be very

dynamic, and the platforms are fluid and malleable. According to Yoo et al. (2012), digital

materiality enabled by pervasive digital technology presents new possibilities for creating

relationships and processes.

Table 5. Features of new digital forms of organizing.

The affordances in new digital forms of organizing are always context-related and actualized

(Volkoff & Strong 2013) when an actor perceives the digital environment of organizing.

Knowledge processes have an important role in digital organizing. Malhotra et al. (2021, 5)

take the challenge approach naming actions that afford knowledge creation: knowledge

Feature Reference(s)

Technology has an important role in organizing processes Gilson et al. (2015); Einola &
Alvesson (2019)

Dynamic & malleable capabilities and emergent characteristics of
forms of organizing

Lyytinen, Yoo & Boland (2016)

Technology-driven simultaneous and asynchronic working. Treem & Leonardi (2012)

Recognizing organizing as an ongoing process instead of stable
phases

Baygi et al. (2021)

Technology and social interaction together form the process of
organizing (affordance theory is applicable)

Baygi et al. 2021; Crevani et al.
(2010)

Temporality and cross-boundary groups Einola & Alvesson (2019)

Experiment with different ways of organizing due to social media Majchrzak, Faraj, Kane & Azad
(2016)

Information flows and structural flexibility Schreyögg & Sydow (2010);
Zammuto et al. (2007)
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exchange, knowledge deliberation and knowledge combination. They are the challenges that

affordances in virtual collaboration – which is a form of digital organizing – need to answer.

In conclusion, the characteristics of new digital forms of organizing can be summarized:

technology has a role in organizing that is more flexible than before. Characteristics of new

digital forms of organizing that are discussed in literature are presented in Table 5. From the

first decade of the 2000s, this has also been the focus of studies researching forms of

organizing or new organizational forms (Zammuto et al. 2007). Secondly, there is no longer

stable predefined processes with clear phases but dynamic, malleable, fluid and iterative

processes constantly changing the formations where actions take place. Thirdly, technology

affords asynchronous as well as synchronous possibilities for knowledge processes.

Fourthly, the organizing process is seen as an entangled interplay of social and material

where the material often refers to digital solutions. And, finally, temporality and cross-

boundary groupwork are typical in new forms of organizing.

2.4 Theoretical framework

Temporary organizing can be defined through actions (Lundin & Söderholm 1995), and

affordances have been said to be action-potentials (Majchrzak & Markus 2012). Thus,

affordances apply well for analyzing how platforms as digital surfaces and social actions

enable organizing. In the theoretical frame of this study, the affordance theory is applied to

understand a temporary cross-boundary organizing process on a platform.

2.4.1. Temporary digital organizing processes in sociomaterial context

The main research interest in this study is on the enablers of sociomaterial actions that

support knowledge processes and organizing in the temporary project. In the field of

knowledge management, this study sets itself in the fields of knowledge-based theory on

organization and innovation and behavioral school (Handzic 2010).
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Process ontology and constructionist epistemology are presumptions when an organizing of

people and technology are analyzed together (Baygi, Introna & Hultin 2021; Crevani et al.

2010). The ontological basic assumption of this study is process ontological: practices are

constructed in interactions. Even if it is recognized that organizational phenomena are fluid

and can be described as dynamic flows that change continuously, a choice to delimit a

phenomenon (Crevani et al. 2010) to practices and interaction offers the possibility to study

the organizing process.

Practices and interactions that are born in the interplay of digital and social enablers leave

digital traces, i.e., digital art1facts, which can be analyzed. These enablers and practices that

build an organizing process are studied as a continuous flow. As presented in Figure 2,

affordances are not just technological features but also social enablers, possibilities that the

actors of network bring to collaboration. Social enablers in the context of digital

collaboration practices on a platform are approached with the concept of social affordances.

The sociomaterial context, time dimension of organizing and organizing on platforms were

discussed in previous sections of this study. And they were combined with affordance

approach. According to Laitinen (2020), digital affordances shape collaborating on

platforms and she reminds that the use of affordances is subjective and context-related

(Laitinen 2020, 67).

2.4.2 Affordances as enablers of digital organizing processes

Several researchers have applied the affordance lens in studying social interaction on

platforms (See for example, Laitinen & Sivunen 2020, Majchrzak, Faraj, Kane & Azad

2013). Digital affordances are the technological possibilities for the users of a platform. For

example, the possibility to work synchronously and asynchronously (Treem & Leonardi

2012) at the same time is a possibility limited and defined by the digital affordances on a

platform. Actor intentions and technology capabilities are at the heart of the definition of

technology affordances by Majchrzak et al. (2013). They call the environment they study

sociotechnical and apply affordances inspired by Treem & Leonardi (2012).

Organizing itself is a process, for example, a problem solving and a choice process. The

affordances of a technology used during the process affect work (Leonardi & Barley 2008,
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165). In addition, it has been recognized that organizational form and function are also

influenced by technology. The role of technology in organizing increases, and new forms of

organizing appear. For interpreting the interaction between organizing and technology,

Zammuto et al. (2007) apply affordance theory and label the affordances that describe

entangled ICT and organizational phenomena.

Affordance lens is suitable for analyzing digital organizing processes. Some previous studies

have, for example, discovered what social media offers for its users in organizational

processes (Laitinen & Sivunen 2020; Leonardi & Vaast 2017). On their behalf, Malhotra et

al. (2021) studied, how digital and social affordances of a collaboration platform answered

to challenges in a large-scale collaboration. However, on a more specific granularity level,

the social and digital affordances of a large cross-boundary and temporal collaboration have

not been categorized and labelled.

In the literature about technology affordances to knowledge processes, several affordances

used while working on a platform, have been recognized. Four affordances are mentioned

and used by many scholars (Treem & Leonardi 2012; Laitinen 2020): visibility, editability,

persistence and association. Some digital affordances cited in literature are features of a

platform related to possibilities of technology in other than in the sociomaterial context or

using the affordance approach. However, they still are expressed so that they can be

understood as digital affordances, i.e., action potentials of a technological solution.

As Fromm et al. (2020) point out, there is a wide variety of different level labels for

affordances. There are also many studies about social and digital features that could offer

new dimensions that also act as action-potentials. For example, Bakker et al. (2016) remind

that a timeframe can lead to effective work, which could be a starting point to study temporal

affordances. In some studies, fluidity is mentioned as a possibility that technology offers

(Crevani et al. 2010), and synchronicity is discussed by Blomqvist (2016). Treem and

Leonardi (2012, 141-156) state that affordances originate from how platforms are used.

These studies and the research by Fromm et al. (2020) indicate that the best way of using

affordance theory in empirical settings is a data-driven analysis and an abductive study.

In next chapter, the affordance theory is applied in the empirical case study of a rather large-

scale cross-sectoral digital collaboration.
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3. Research design, methods and data-analysis

The research approach in this study was qualitative. Gioia methodology and empirical

affordance approach were applied to analyze inductively three different datasets from a case

of a large-scale cross-boundary organizing.  The Fast Expert Teams vs. Korona network’s

active participants were interviewed, data from the collaboration platform they used was

analyzed and social affordance categories were formed based on user profiles of network

members.

3.1 Research context

The case study’s network was organized to prevent Finland from paralyzing during the

spring 2020 COVID-19 crisis. The initiative to form a network of experts came from

professor Kirsimarja Blomqvist whose research interests include new forms of organizing.

The invite to experts expanded fast to a network working in virtual teams.

3.1.1 Fast Expert Teams vs Corona – let's prevent Finland's paralysis

The case study focuses on organizing of a digital network of experts solving complex

problems in self-organizing temporary groups. The network worked pro bono for 4 weeks.

Experts joining to the community had agreed to had expressed their willingness to help

Finland from paralyzing during the pandemic. The collaboration started with phone calls,

emails and the first meeting took place in MS Teams but the home nest for the organizing

and work landed on the collaboration platform Gamma that is described in chapter 3.1.2.

Also, complementary forms of communicating and knowledge sharing were used during the

collaboration, but the role of the platform is of interest of this study, and the analyzed digital

artifacts come from the workspaces of the platform.

The Fast Expert Teams (FET) vs. Korona network collaboration was temporary or ephemeral

organizing but could be also described as a semi-temporal organization. This is due to the
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relations that the convener had to the network members and also to the way that some of the

projects that started from this initiative continued and grew and had a future after the

timeframe set for the collaboration and some were confidential at the time and carried out in

closed collaboration spaces. In this study, the focus is on the four weeks period and the

organizing process that is analyzed is here defined as temporary. Studying temporary

organizing empirically can be challenging. Case studies are typical when analyzing

temporary organizing. It is possible to recognize, for example, cycles of the activities within

some period by analyzing cases. The analysis of the collaboration platform in this study is

conducted as a comparison of three sessions and their workspaces on the platform.

The case study shows how the platform is used in organizing of a temporary network

working for finding solutions to solve Covid-19 pandemic related problems.  The analysis

is done by recognizing a) digital and b) social affordances of the collaboration. The digital

affordances are defined as the action-potentials of the features of the collaboration platform

and social affordances as the characteristics of individuals who are interacting on the

platform with other participants of the collaboration. In the analyzed temporary workspaces,

27 participants from different teams of the network were discussing in cross-boundary

assembly, and the data analysis uses the artifacts from the participants interactions on the

platform as the main data source.

3.1.2 Collaboration platform Gamma

The collaboration platform that was used during the network collaboration is created by a

Finnish software company focused in learning and social interaction. The platform has also

some features that utilize artificial intelligence. The company calls different modules with

functionalities widgets. The widgets include chat, real-time participant queries and polls,

visual tools, and it is possible to immerse different tools from other platforms to Gamma.

Also, artificial intelligence can be used to create, for example, visualizations of discussions

(Company’s webpages February 2021).

Gamma provides a common and real-time workspace where the exchange of ideas and

information can flow freely. With the help of Gamma, participants can be connected
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regardless of time and place, and it is easy for everyone to participate in the collaboration

and get their views expressed (Company’s webpages February 2021). On the platform,

facilitating discussion is technically simple, making it easier to create and support an open

atmosphere. It is also possible to share ideas, for example, via chat, shared documents or

immersed applications.

Table 6. Features of the collaboration platform.
Feature Description
Text Box Headings and text can be added. Possibility to add links. Admins can edit.
Picture Admins can add .jpg and other typical picture documents.
Pdf Admins can add pdfs.
Video Admins can add videos.
Chat Everyone can write and post links and pictures and documents

Admins can edit.
Documents Admins can edit.
Booking Participants can choose, admins can edit.
Task Participants can answer, admins can edit.
Check Participants can choose an answer, admins can edit.
Pulse Participants can answer to scale questions, admins can edit.
Immersion Participants can use the immersed content, admins can edit. Depends on the

immersed feature whether the participants can use it but often that is the idea of
an immersion on the collaboration platform that it supports knowledge co-
creation.

Timer Participants can follow how much time is left; admins can edit
People Participants can edit their own picture and answers and username, admins can

edit what the widget includes. Can be, for example, questions valid for the
particular collaboration for participants to introduce themselves.

Test Exam Participants can answer and do self-evaluation. Admins can edit.
Live Video call.
AI Word Cloud Forms a word cloud from chat answers, depends on settings who can use, on

this case the admins could use it.
AI Theme Clustering Forms theme clusters of the discussion in chat widget, helps the participants to

engage to that part of the discussion they are interested in, depends on settings
who can use, on this case the admins could use it.

AI Summary Summarizes a chat discussion to short sentences. depends on settings who can
use, on this case the admins could use it.

Gamma’s logic is very similar to webpages in that sense that different topics have their own

workspaces that remind subpages of a webpage. Here, the focus of analysis is on three

different workspaces. In these temporary workspaces, the participants could use several

features of collaboration platform (Table 6). The features used by the participants in the

workspaces were text boxes and immersed video recordings, PowerPoint slides and pictures

that were added by facilitators and the convener. Most used was chat-feature that was open

to all participants. The chats had some topics that facilitated the discussion. All the
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participants could add pictures and documents and links to chat which opened a variety of

affordances to them. In one of the workspaces, the AI-features of the collaboration platform

were used.

3.2 Data collection

Five semi-structured interviews to active participants were conducted to understand what

their experience of the digital organizing process of the network was. The largest data set

was collected to analyze digital affordances. It was gained from collaboration platform that

the participants of the network used. For analyzing social affordances, user profiles of skills

and abilities of the participants was collected from organizational webpages and other

internet sources. For data-triangulation, also other interviews, emails, phone calls, calendar

and meeting notes were used as data even they were not analyzed in a similar depth as the

three main data sets, but as secondary data. The artifacts on the collaboration platform were

organized into tables, and also screenshots were taken to get the picture of the user interface.

The types and characteristics of the data are shown in Table 7.

3.2.1 Data sets

Three different datasets – 1) interview data, 2) platform data of three workspaces  and 3)

information gathered from Internet/participant profile table – were used for the empirical

analysis of how digital and social affordances enable knowledge processes and generate

actions, furthermore, enable the organizing process on a collaboration platform. First, the

five semi-structured interviews were coded using NVivo. Second, a three-part Excel-form

with the contents and features of the artifacts on the platform was analyzed in NVivo. Third,

information about the participants who worked in those spaces, capabilities and skills, were

gathered into a table and from this information user profile features were built by recognizing

themes that emerged repeatedly.
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Interviews, discussion and lectures

Before analyzing the datasets for this study, complementary interviews were carried to

understand better the nature of the collaboration regarding the interest of this study. The

participants of the collaboration were interviewed for the larger research project, where this

study is a sub-project. These interviews worked as one part of the secondary data that helped

get an understanding of what Fast Expert Teams vs. Korona was all about, and what

questions still needed to be answered to gain answers to the research questions of this study.

After acquainting with the previous interviews, a question set about temporality was

designed and five active participants of the network were interviewed.

The five interviews were semi-structured of their nature, and their aim was to discuss how

the participants had experienced the time dimension of organizing and the usage of the

collaboration platform. The master data table – constructed applying the Gioia methodology

– for interview analysis is presented in Appendix 4. Data table from interviews to five active

participants

To understand the collaboration platform and its possibilities, the founder of the platform

was interviewed on a videocall. In addition, his lecture on a master’s level course in

knowledge management was used as data for understanding the features of the platform. One

facilitator, very familiar with the platform, was also informally interviewed of how the

collaboration can best be supported and how she creates a fluent process for projects on the

platform.
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Table 7. Characteristics of the data.
Data type Platform

data
Emails &
calendars

Interviews Lecture Screen-
shots

Data from
public
webpages

Discussion
with a
facilitator

Data item Excel-sheets
structured
from the
platform data;
total of 379
artifacts were
coded in
NVivo

 2 participants
shared their
emails and
calendars to
illustrate other
tools’ role

5
interviews
of active
participant
s for this
master’s
thesis;
secondary
data: 55
interviews
done for a
project

The
founder of
platform
at
master’s
course on
organizing
know-
ledge-
based net-
works

Screensho
ts of each
workspace
of the
collaborati
on
networks
homepage
on platfor
m

LinkedIn
&
organizati
onal pages
informatio
n
about the
participant
s

Experienced
facilitator
discussed
about how she
thinks
creating
purposeful
spaces for
collaboration

Description

of
the data

All textual
artifacts listed
in excel
columns and
also info from
other artifacts
(visual,
files etc.)

Voice
recordings
and their
transcripti
ons

Video
recordings

Picture
from a
computer
screen

Video call

Informatio
n
provided

What does the
digital
platform
afford for the
participants

Possibility to
reflect the role
of the
platform to
other
technologies

Actual sig
ht that
collaborati
on’s
participant
s had in
front of
them
when the
network
was
active

See
Appendix
3.

The way she
thinks that the
work on
platform can
best be
facilitated and
knowledge
creation
supported

What /
quality /
why

Time
dimension
temporality
can be
understood
due to time
tags,
understanding
what where
the
technological
key
possibilities,
i.e., digital
affordances
that were most
important for
this
organizing

Provides
infor-
mation
about why
this
collaborati
on was
fast

The
founder
and
CEO of
the
platform
provider
opened
their
purposes

Gives
ability to
observe au
thentic
situations
afterwards

To
recognize
the social
affordance
s of
participant
s

Which
research
questions
were
answered

SubRQ2,
SubRQ3:
Digital and
social
affordances

SubRQ1:
Time and
new
digital
forms of
organizing

SubRQ2:
Digital
affor-
dances

SubRQ2,
SubRQ3

All RQ’s
 Social and
digital
affordances
and
organizing
process
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Platform data

Analyzing platform data with empirical affordance approach is a rather new way to analyze

larger groups. For the platform data artifact analysis was chosen three workspaces that were

built for all participants’ video meeting sessions and the same topic after it. Table 8 lists the

features of each sessions’ workspace.

Table 8. Details of three sessions.

Sessions Agenda Date, timing,
duration,
number

of participant
s in discussion

on the
platform*

Actions Outputs Artifacts
analyzed (N)

Session 1 Assembling
meeting for the

network to
understand the
big picture and

discuss the
working
practices

Date & time:
19th March

2020, 10 a.m.
Duration:
69 min.

Number of
participants: 14

First a video
meeting with
synchronous

chat discussion
and completed

with chats
afterwards

Consensus of
which things

need
clarification:
tasks, roles,

goals

101

Session 2 Process
mapping and
checking at
what point

each team is
with their work

Date & time:
24th of March

2020
Duration: 90

min.
Number of

participants: 19

Video meeting,
topics and

questions for
discussion that
facilitated the

chats

AI-supported
word clouds

about what the
network should

first and
foremost be
working on,

understanding
of tasks for the

teams

144

Session 3 Cross-team
breakout
rooms,

discussing the
phase of

network’s
work

Date & time:
9th if April

2020
Duration:

estimated 90
min**

Number of
participants: 17

Video meeting,
breakout

rooms, chats
with heading
from different

themes
important for
collaboration

Working on
sense of

community in
the network
and updating
other teams

about what in
each team is

going on

134

*all in all, 27 participants discussed in these workspaces, 76 participants of the whole network of ca.
100 people used the platform, 4 of them were facilitators
**no recording
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The goal of this study is to understand the organizing process of the whole network i.e., the

granularity level is the network, so the team level affordances – nor the team workspaces on

the platform – were not in interest here but what happened on platform when the whole

network had the possibility to participate. Thus, in addition to team spaces there were digital

spaces for network or community level participation and discussion.

The chosen workspaces were in different phases of the collaboration that started when letter

for experts about collaborating was sent on the 13th of March 2020, on the very same day

that the Finnish government and president had agreed that Finland was now living under

exceptional circumstances and prepared to take in use the emergency powers act/law. First

session of the analysis on March 19th was the second time the network discussed so that the

meeting was meant for everyone. It was the first one that took place on the collaboration

platform since online meetings had been held via Teams earlier. The first analyzed session

aimed to keep everyone posted about what is the network collaboration about.

The second analyzed session was five days later than the first one. The agenda for the

meeting was to get an idea where the teams are at this point with their work: a process check,

or process mapping. The ways of working, shared practices were on the agenda too. And the

network was invited to discuss the big picture of the collaboration and the actions of the

teams. The third analyzed session was on the 9th of April, and its agenda was about what

the network had worked with so far and what was going on.

Data was uploaded from the platform to Excel-tables that were then arranged to be analyzed

in NVivo. In addition, screenshots from platform helped to understand the granularity levels

of affordances and illustrate if a comment was a reaction to other discussion. Screenshots

represent the view participants perceived when they participated in the collaboration on the

platform. Therefore, they are important data for analyzing affordances, i.e., to understand

the surface and its action-potentials.

Information about participants and additional data

For user profiles that were used to recognize social affordances, data was gathered from the

webpages of the participants’ organizations and LinkedIn profiles. This data includes
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information about skills and abilities that were expressed in the public online services. Two

of the participants also shared their emails and calendar invitations. They demonstrated how

there were also other digital tools in an important role of the organizing process and

knowledge processes of the network collaboration. This data was used to outline what was

the role of the Gamma platform compared to other tools. The collaboration platform was the

home base.

3.3 Research design and approach

To study the datasets from the collaboration platform Gamma, the digital artifacts on the

collaboration platform were analyzed to understand what enabled fast organizing of the

temporary Fast Expert Teams vs. Korona network. The affordance theory was applied. The

aim was to understand action-potentials and model them by identifying key concepts.

Affordance approach was selected after a pilot phase (Appendices 1a-1d). Also, the analysis

method was developed iteratively by testing different ideas of how it would be best to

conduct a data-driven affordance analysis with platform data. To recognize affordances,

Gioia methodology was applied. Analyzing the data was abductive in the sense that previous

literature was carefully studied to understand the state-of-the-art in discussion on digital and

social affordances. This helped in conceptualizing the final affordances and enhance the

robustness of the analysis. The analysis of the collaboration platform was conducted as a

comparative multiple case study since three sessions’ workspaces on the platform were

compared to each other.

3.3.1 Applying affordance approach in empirical research

First, the study started as data-driven analysis of the platform materials. Various theories

were reflected to what emerged from the dataset, but the affordance approach seemed most

suitable since it tackles the nature of both social and technical aspects of virtual

collaboration. There is methodological uncertainty in the field of sociomateriality according

to Hultin (2019) but it can be solved by testing and studying each study and its unique

standpoints. In doing research, which is named to be sociomaterial, there is no need to
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methodologically adapt epistemological practices that are rooted in a specific paradigm, but

it is more fruitful to practically experiment what kind of “approaches, tools and

vocabularies” suit the study at hand. (Hultin 2019, 93-94.)

Studying affordances for organizing via technology helps to understand the ways materiality

of technology “invites and inhibits” technology use (Orlikowski & Scott 2008). Valbo

(2021) presents affordances as linking of goal-oriented actors and technology, yet he sees

affordances as how actors use technologies. Also, Bygstad et al. (2020, 87) locate

affordances in the moment after an actor and a technology have met. However, in this study

affordances are understood as something that comes before usage as, for example, Fromm

et al. (2020) define them. The actors and technology are the interacting parts of the interplay

in which the affordances get actualized, but since affordances actualize when they get

perceived they are the antecedents of the usage of technology, not the other way around.

Table 9. Empirical literature on affordances and digitality.

The perception of affordances happens at the same moment when the actors meet the

technology and are based on the previous understanding that the actors have. Therefore,

reaching the affordances of each surface can be tricky since the perception is so tied to this

Contribution Article

A step-by-step framework for a critical realist
analysis which applying affordance approach is.

Bygstad, B., Munkvold, B. & Volkoff, O. (2016).

A systematic literature review to what has been
written about affordances and empirical data, and
how affordance approach has been applied
empirically.

Fromm, J. Mirbabaie, M. & Stieglitz, S. (2020).

Affordances are drivers of action. Social media
analysis with Needs-Affordances-Features
approach.

Karahanna, E., Xu, S. X., Xu, Y. & Zhang, A. (2018).

Review on research of knowledge challenges and
how technology has enabled to solve these. Focus
on digital and large-scale collaborations.

Malhotra A., Majchrzak A. & Lyytinen K. (2021).

Systematic literature review on affordance theory
and information systems research. Points out that
affordances are enablers, not the use of technology
itself.

Valbø, B. (2021).

Six principles how to apply affordance approach in
information systems research.

Volkoff, O. & Strong, D. M. (2017).
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particular moment of perception. For analysis, this means a step-by-step data-driven analysis

of artifacts on the collaboration platform’s workspaces the network used.

As recalled from previous chapters, the affordance approach has been applied in digital

collaboration contexts with data from for example social media (Leonardi & Vaast 2017;

Malhotra et al. 2020). However, there is no consensus of a set of affordances suitable for

empirical analysis and studying of the digital possibilities for organizing is requested. This

favors the inductive approach as a choice for analysis, i.e., data-driven approach gives the

data an opportunity to speak and the researcher a possibility to recognize emerging themes.

Empirical literature about affordances is presented in Table 9. Malhotra et al. (2021)

approached the large-scale collaboration affordances from the challenge point of view.

However, for this study, this approach would not work as such, since each space was created

in a situation where everything happened really fast and the creating of spaces was emergent:

new spaces were created based on what the network needed in order to collaborate.

Figure 5. Digital artifacts and traces on platform. Adapted and modified from Bygstad et al

(2016) and Valbo (2021).

The empirical explanatory power of the affordance approach comes from repetitions of

exploring the data and studying formed codes several times: the findings are candidate
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explanations, which are assessed in several rounds of going through the data.  To give useful

explanations both on conceptual level as well as in practice focusing on what actors can do

with the technology, i.e., affordance actualizations – the mechanisms, their components and

interaction – are targets of analysis (Bygstad et al. 2016, 86-90) (Figure 5). In this study, the

affordance actualizations were interpreted from the artifacts on the platform, since the data

for this was gathered after the network had finished its work, therefore, for example

participant observations could not be done.

3.3.2 Methodological approach

To conduct a rigorous qualitative analysis, grounded theory methods were applied (Charmaz

1996; Gioia et al. 2012). Grounded theory refers to various ways of approaching the data in

qualitative study without framing the data with pre-set theories or concepts. Thus, it aims to

give a possibility for the data to speak for itself and gain attention to what emerges from the

data instead of previous literature (Ravasi 2021). The Gioia method was applied for the final

coding due to its robustness and systematic possibility to analyze the data, “rigour” for

qualitative data as Gioia puts it. In the Gioia method, the 1st order codes are the data speaking

and then 2nd order themes are formed in order to conceptualize the analysis for research use.

Then, if possible, aggregate dimensions are formed (Gioia et al. 2012). In this study, the pilot

analysis phases were also conducted inductively but not with Gioia method and the analysis

from those pilot phases was on so abstract level that a need for a more robust method

emerged. As a result, for the final analysis, the chosen approach was Gioia methodology that

helps to find patterns in the data (Ravasi 2021b) and is systematic in its way of illustrating

data analysis. Therefore, applying it formed affordance conceptualizations that were

grounded on the data.

Tables are important in the Gioia methodology (Ravasi 2021b), and they were utilized in all

phases of data analysis. Showing the data structure is part of the Gioia method: the data

structure contains all the concepts from the coding and the 2nd order themes that are grounded

to these concepts and often, as in this study, 2nd order aggregate themes to conceptualize the

results of the analysis on a more applicable manner for research. In addition, affordance and
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digitality researchers have included a table in many of their articles, in which they clearly

describe what they considered to be the relevant IT features, affordances (action potentials),

affordance actualizations (usage), and immediate concrete outcomes resulting from

affordance actualization (Fromm et al. 2020, 7). Thus, developing analysis with data tables

was based on both affordance approach and the Gioia methodology.

The 2nd order theme coding was interpretative analysis in its nature. Interpretative analysis

method is a way of applying grounded theory to capture the very situation and actions

(Charmaz 1996, 30) that took place in the cases organizing process and what they perceived

that actualized to affordances. To answer the main research question, each sub-research

question was answered with their own data in the analysis (Table 10).

Table 10. Sub-questions and data.

Sub-research question Data

SubRQ1 “What are the

characteristics of fast and

temporary digital organizing?”

Data-analysis of semi-structured interviews for the participants.

Temporality was also analyzed from the platform data by recognizing

how did the digital affordances of the collaboration platform differ

between three discussion sessions in different phases of the

organizing process of the FET vs. Korona network.

SubRQ2 “What are the digital and

social affordances enabling fast

and temporary digital organizing

on a collaboration platform?”

Analyzing the digital artifacts that participants left on the

collaboration platform. The data sets from three workspaces were

coded following the steps of the Gioia methodology. Social

affordances were recognized by operationalizing participants’ user

profile features as codes.

SubRQ3 “How can digital and

social affordances be used for

analyzing organizing on a

collaboration platform?”

Data-driven methodological testing and literature about empirical

affordance studies.

Reliability of the methods used in this study is based on transparency and wide reporting of

the analysis. Terms that are used as parameters of reliability in quantitative research may not

describe in the best possible manner the trustworthiness of qualitative analysis. Therefore,

instead of evaluating if a qualitative analysis is reliable, terms transferability, credibility,
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dependability, and confirmability are used to confirm the trustworthiness of research.

Transferability means expressing how the study can be applied in different contexts.

Credibility refers to transparent and satisfactory representations of research data.

Dependability is a speculation that if the same conditions and same analytical procedures

were repeated, the finding would be similar too. Confirmability describes that the

interpretations made while the research and finding too, match the data that is used at

analysis. (Given & Saumure 2012.)

The analysis in this study was conducted following the Gioia method, which provides a

credible way to analyze qualitative data (Gioia et al. 2012; Ravasi 2021b). The findings are

based on rich data which is the basis for a rigorous qualitative analysis (Ravasi 2021a).

Grounded theory is applied in the analysis, and the results and theorizing rely on

conceptualizing the exquisite data. The process of analyzing the data is described

systematically and in detail, i.e., the data-analysis is transferable, and the process is

transparent. The data was organized so that there was always access to raw data if a need to

check emerged (Baxter & Jack 2008, 554). This guarantees the confirmability of the

analysis. Different phases of data-analysis are described in detail and the data tables are

attached to ensure dependability. Therefore, the analysis and theorizing are considered

reliable or in other terms trustworthy.

Providing details in study design is one way to point out the validity of a case study for its

readers (Baxter & Jack 2008). The data analysis is described in detail to make the process of

analyzing the case transparent. The theories for the study were chosen to answer the research

questions and understand the phenomena of enablers of digital organizing. Thus, providing

detailed description of the empirical process and applying relevant theories support the

validity of this qualitative research.

3.4. Data analysis

The research process was abductive: it aimed to find the best way to analyze the data so that

a theory does not frame the empirical approach first, but the data analysis was reflected to

existing research (Mantere & Ketokivi 2013) on affordances and digital platforms. Equally
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important as the abductive reasoning for the whole study was the inductive data-driven

approach in the data analysis.

3.4.1 Temporality of the organizing process

One aim of this study is to understand characteristics of fast and temporary organizing. This

time dimension of organizing was firstly analyzed by studying the interviews but also a

timeline of affordance actualization in workspaces was formed (Figure 11).

Five active participants were chosen for interviews, and they were asked about their

experiences about the organizing process of FET vs. Korona network. The main themes of

the questions were time, organizing and digitality. The structure and questions of the

interview are presented in Appendix 2. Coding was done in NVivo. The Gioia method is

based on using a data table and constantly reflecting the analysis process and codes. Table

in Appendix 4 gathers the 1st order codes and 2nd order themes and demonstrative quotes that

were formed during the coding.

The main themes to answer subRQ1 – time, digitality and organizing – were the guideline

to recognize important and interesting parts of the answers. From the data emerged that these

three themes are entangled and that there were also other themes that needed attention as

social aspect of organizing and emergence of goals, tasks and practices. These main themes

and the emerging new themes were used as 2nd order themes under which the 1st order codes

were grouped to understand how the participants experienced the role of temporality and

digital in the organizing process. Finally, a grounded model of efficient temporary digital

organizing process was formed. The model is discussed in chapter 4.

3.4.2. Analyzing digital affordances of collaboration platform

Before the final data-analysis, an iterative pilot coding was done to find to most suitable

method to analyze the platform data. All the coding was inductive with open coding, i.e.,

recognizing the issues that emerged from the data. In the first test phase of data analysis, the

artifacts from platform were inductively coded to function categories. In the second phase,
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a pilot study took place to form a set of digital and social affordances (Appendices 1a-1d).

Since the forming of categories seemed not robust enough, and the categories of social and

digital affordances were not on same level, the developing of coding approaches continued.

In the third phase grounded on what the participants had said were interpreted. But this was

considered too fragile way of labelling because it was based too much on the researcher’s

interpretation of what the participants have perceived before their actions on the platform.

In the fourth phase, questions to data, based on previous literature about empirical affordance

approach, were formed. Finally, in the fifth phase, the Gioia method steps to analysis were

applied with those questions that were formed.

The affordance literature was studied, and from there emerged the possibility to code both

digital and social (material) dimension of the case study’s digital organizing process and

interpret the platform data. The code sets for pilot study were formed. In the pilot study, all

the chosen social affordances (Appendix 1c) emerged from the data and were reflected to

literature. The digital affordances (Appendix 1b) were inspired by the somewhat widely used

abstract affordances of Treem and Leonardi (2012) but had add-ons from what had emerged

from the coding of functions and other literature as important mechanisms for digital

collaborative actions. After the pilot study, the platform data was coded again. The tested

categories still seemed too interpretive and abstract. Even if many scholars, for example,

Waizenegger et al. (2020), have created an interpretivist emphasis for what defines the

affordance. However, in this study a more concrete level was the aim of analysis.

In the first pilot, the platform data artifacts were categorized by their function. In this phase,

all the textual artifacts from one space of the collaboration platform were analyzed. In this

way, it was tested if these categories are the potential categories for analyzing a test data set

of the platform data or if some modification is needed. Pilot study continued with affordance

codes. In all, phases of inductive analysis and abdutive reasoning led to a analysis approach

that was a combination of affordance theory and the Gioia methodology.

For the robust and concrete final analysis and based on the literature about affordances and

empirical approach (Table 9), re-framed theme questions that still allowed open coding were

formed for the coding of platform data to understand the digital affordances and temporality

of the organizing process. The four themes to question were: 1) action potential ("What can
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actors do?"), 2) nature of affordance (social or digital), 3) what the digital granularity level

is, and 4) what the social granularity level is.

The analysis was conducted following the steps of Gioia methodology. Also, the

participants’ experiences about digitality, time and the organizing process of the network

were analyzed applying the same method. Questions framed the final data analysis to

confirm the concreteness and accuracy of the coding and to harmonize the levels of coding

categories for the digital affordances of a collaboration platform. Volkoff & Strong’s (2017)

suggested granularity and concreteness are key elements of conducting analysis utilizing the

affordance approach, which guided forming the questions for the data, but for using

grounded theory the questions were on a very general level. The Gioia method phases

presented by Ravasi (2021b) were followed in order to secure that the final affordance

conceptualizations are formed from categories that are grounded in the data.

Four questions were used at the final coding round as the frame to form robust code sets with

functionally labelled affordances. The questions to platform data were:

1. What actors can do?

2. Is this due to technology (digital affordance) or the social actor(s)?

3. If this is technology-driven, is it on the level of one artifact, one widget or the whole

space?

4. If this is social actor-driven, is it on individual or shared level?
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Figure 6. Questions for inductive affordance analysis of collaboration platform.

The aim of these questions (Figure 6) was to a) bring the analysis of digital affordances to a

concrete level, b) recognize the granularity level of affordances, and c) to differentiate

between social and digital affordances. For the workspaces, the question is “what does this

space afford?” or “what is the purpose of this space?” and the aim is to understand by this

question the higher granularity level of the workspace’s digital affordances. The first

question “What actors can do?” is based on the view that affordances are action potentials

and that the potentials are in mechanisms and structures afforded to actors (Bygstad et al.

2020; Majchrzak & Markus 2012; Volkoff & Strong 2017). This however, in this study does

not form the codes for social affordances but highlights if the affordance at hand is included

to digital categories or not. The second question addresses the topic of material and social

related to each other in generative mechanisms that create action. It aims to build the starting

point for identifying the interplay of actors and technology and also to recognize if the action

is enabled clearly by the technology or the actor (Bygstad et al. 2020; Valbo 2021). The

answer, of course, is always both but to analyze the data and recognize possibilities to design
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digital collaborations, it is useful to distinguish the social and digital affordances at this stage

of analysis, if possible.

The third and fourth question aim to address the question of granularity level of affordances.

Even if the granularity is not discussed this question is a useful guideline to keep the concepts

coherent and the analysis consistent. Volkoff and Strong (2017) list principles for analyzing

with affordances in IS research. One of their recommendations is to choose a granularity

level that helps to understand the phenomenon that is studied. For this study, to understand

an organizing process, the levels are based on Leonardi’s (2013) thinking named ‘individual’

and ‘shared’. And the levels of digital affordance granularity scale from individual artifacts

to a workspace on a collaboration platform.

The first order concepts that emerged when using the first question were: sharing

information, requesting, ideating, watching, storing, getting informed, reading, commenting,

expressing opinions, agreeing on practices, expressing emotions, reflecting, answering,

creating new knowledge, discussing, combining new knowledge, categorizing new

knowledge an interlacing the interactions to precious conversations. These first order codes

were reflected and reshaped during the coding process for the 379 artifacts from the

collaboration platform.

The Gioia method data structure of digital affordance analysis

Analysis was conducted using Gioia method. The first order concepts were grouped into six

2nd order themes as the Gioia method suggests (Figure 8). The data set was coded with these

2nd order themes to compare, which of them were the most frequently actualized, and

understand the temporal dimension of organizing. The names of the 2nd order themes were

formed based on the content and nature of first order codes under each theme. At the pilot

phase IPA method was tested for coding. Even if the final analysis does not apply IPA

method the concepts of socio-emotional and passive transmitted into definers of affordances

(Bales 1950, 248). Thus, the socio-emotional nature of some artifacts was observed at the

final analysis and this was also used to name one category of 2nd order themes.
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3.4.3 Social affordances of participants

Social affordances of those who participated the three analyzed workspaces are listed in

Appendix 3. Actors inhabit digital environments and their behaviors using these

technologies are enabled by affordances (Nambisan et al. 2019, 3). In this study, the social

affordances are those that each participant brings to the collaborating network from their

capabilities to work in such environments.  The social affordances in this study were coded

to user profile components as recommended by Fromm et al. (2020, 7). The components

form categories that are used in the analysis on group not individual level.

The data about the participants was collected from public social media profiles in LinkedIn,

and how the work organizations of the participants described them on their internet pages.

The capabilities, attitudes, interests and abilities were listed (Appendix 3) and inductively

coded using the in vivo approach (Saldana 2016). The codes formed included: 1

Communications, 2 leadership, 3 research, 4 test tools, 5 development, 6 project work, 7

research, 8 interaction, 9 digitalization, and 10 understanding remote work. These codes

were grouped into seven categories: Communication Skills, Leadership Skills, Research

Expertise, Organizing Expertise, Process and Collaboration Expertise, Digital Capabilities

and Remote Work Expertise.

One workspace was coded with these seven categories. In researcher triangulation,

discussion of combining categories 4, 5 and 7 emerged, which had been considered already

at the phase of forming the codes, Based on this, the new code set of five social affordance

codes was applied to analyze the platform data together with social affordances. These final

five codes were:

1. Communication skills

2. Leadership skills

3. Research expertise

4. Organizing and collaboration expertise (previous categories of Organizing,

Process and collaboration expertise & Remote work)

5. Digital capabilities
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These categories were linked to each participant of the workspaces that were analyzed for

the multiple case study and their emergence together with digital affordances was analyzed

in a latter phase of the data-analysis.

3.5 Analysis of artifact/user relation

When social and digital affordances were coded and the categories were formed, the relation

between social and digital affordances was analyzed. The interplay of users – in this case

participants of virtual collaboration on a platform – and artifacts produces affordance

actualizations. To understand the actualization of these affordances in digital network

collaboration context, the 379 artifacts from the three workspaces were coded. User profile

features of the participants had who were leaving traces (artifacts) were coded to same

dataset as the digital affordances for organizing on the platform. Then from this analysis of

artifacts, digital and social affordance codes at the same artifact were recognized and

reported in Excel. Artifacts were coded in NVivo and from this analysis was studied artifact

by artifact which of the digital affordances seem to actualize together with each social

affordance. The analysis of user/artifact relation was done as a comparison of three cases

i.e., three sessions and their workspaces on the collaboration platform.

In conclusion the data-analysis had many phases and it included inductive coding and

abductive reasinong in order to develop a method suitable for analyzing the large-sacale

collaborations organizing on a digital platfrom. The phases of the research process are

presented in Appendix 5.
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4. Findings

In this chapter, the findings of empirical analysis are described. First, the results of

interviews to active participants are presented. This ensures that the participants of FET vs.

Korona network saw the organizing process as a fast one. Second, the final analysis of

platform data from three temporal workspaces is described, and the digital affordances are

discussed. Third, the findings of user profile analysis – that formed categories for social

affordances – are presented. Fourth, the relationship of digital and social affordances is

discussed. Finally, the methodological approach that was developed in this study is

presented.

4.1 Fast organizing process

While analyzing fast organizing process, the difference from stable structures must be

recognized. In this study, the informal atmosphere is seen as a possibility to dynamic and

fluid interaction. The lack of conventions and norms affords the participants a possibility to

innovate and collaborate spontaneously and creatively. Five active participants of the FET

vs. Korona network were interviewed to explore how they had experienced the organizing

and what their perception of temporality in the process was. The aim of analysis was to

understand the temporal nature and recognize other features typical for temporary virtual

organizing.

First, answers of interviewees implicated that the emergence of goals, roles, tasks and

practices was typical during the network collaboration. The emergence was discussed as a

natural feature in fast organizing projects. The working was described to be intense, and the

temporality was expressed in answers by a) describing the pace of work and b) describing

how the different dimensions of organizing and collaboration were taking new shapes and

clarified during the process.

Examples of interviewees answers about time. All the interviewees had some experiences of

bursts in their participation which is illustrated in the third quote:
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“Oh… yes, it was huge. This was unique! The fastness.” Interviewee C.

“I’ve done work in many projects, so I am quite used to a fast tempo but still.

This was fast.” Interviewee B.

“Half an hour there, and another fifteen minutes there…” Interviewee B.

Experiencing fastness was not only expressed by discussing temporal aspects, the

participants also mentioned themes related to the context and reflected the organizing

process and the structure of the network. 3rd party trust was mentioned as an encouragement

to participate.

“... I considered it important the emergence of the practice that twice a week

we put to our team workspace on the platform status update and what we were

doing at the moment, those phases of getting together are really important”

Interviewee D.

The context of a pandemic crisis was commented as a possible source of this fastness so that

the organizations that the participants work for were willing to give resources in the form of

their experts participating:

“I think that there was this state of mind that now is a crisis situation and

Finland must not paralyze … so the decisions came faster.” Interviewee C.

Finally, the participant had experienced that the digital possibilities enabled visibility for

processes. Moreover, they said that they had noticed the technology would maybe have

offered even more for the accessibility and visibility of practices and tools.

“Sharing is faster. Another thing is that all the time, there were new members

coming in, even during the last week ... when everything was authentically

visible ... there was a possibility check through” Interviewee E.
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To present a structured representation of the analysis, Gioia methodology was applied. The

first order codes and the 2nd order themes of interview analysis are listed in Appendix 4. The

second order themes in were formed to further themes combining them with first order codes

to form the grounded model that is presented in Figure 7. The first order codes expressed

experiences of the participants on concrete level. For example, burstiness of work, work

practices, details about emergence of the organizing and flexible goals were recognized on

the first coding round. The second order themes were on more abstract level, for example

time, digitality and sense of community were recognized on second order level.  Emerging

themes from interviews were the first order codes from interview analysis.

Figure 7. Grounded model of fast temporary digital organizing process.

The four main headings of the grounded model in Figure 7 are the aggregate dimensions,

i.e., the higher level of abstraction of second order themes. The lower categories are

combinations of second order themes and first order codes. The open codes were either

experiences from the organizing of the case or ideas how to make the best out of a cross-

boundary temporary digital organizing process (Appendix 4). The arrows represent the

entanglement and overlapping of all the dimensions.
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In virtual team research, there are some studies that imply that it takes weeks that the

atmosphere is such that communication takes place enabling full advantage of the knowledge

and capabilities of a group. The volume and frequency of task-oriented communication have

a strong impact on performance of virtual teams (Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2007, 799). The

temporality and malleability implied to be tied to each other according to the analysis.

Digitality was mentioned together with possibilities for collaboration and knowledge co-

creation. The emergence could be traced to digitality, sociality and the specific way this

organizing of the network was formed. The interview data implies that the collaboration

itself was a more important source of fast organizing than the context of it. Surprisingly,

only two of the interviewees mentioned the COVID19 crisis, but they did mention that it

may have influenced on actions and attitudes of the participants. In sum, organizing process

of the case study was experienced as a fast one among participants.

4.2 Digital and social affordances for organizing

First, to answer the research question “What are the digital and social affordances enabling

fast and temporary digital organizing on a collaboration platform?” – more precisely the

digital and social affordances – the literature about affordances was studied. Second, a

multiphase analysis concentrated to develop a methodological approach that utilizes the

affordance theory and generates a robust set of concepts and results about what the digital

platform affords for an organizing process.

4.2.1 The three workspaces and their digital affordances

The analysis of digital affordances on collaboration platform was conducted as multiple case

study where three workspaces were analyzed as separate cases. The spaces were

purposefully created for discussion sessions and each had their own theme for the day. Thus,

the affordance actualizations must be reflected to the phase of the whole organizing process

when a session took place and also to the theme of the day must be reflected to results. First

the affordances were recognized from all three workspaces in order to form affordance
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categories of action-potentials of the collaboration platform. Then these categories were used

to compare the three workspaces that represented different stages of the organizing process.

Figure 8. First and second order concepts of digital affordances.

In Figure 8 digital affordances that emerged from the analysis of the data gathered from the

collaboration platform are presented on the level of second order themes. The digital

affordances of the collaboration platform in this case study are: 1. Passive knowledge

sharing, 2. Socio-emotional interaction, 3. Active knowledge sharing to start conversation,

4. Active knowledge sharing to forward processes, 5. Active Knowledge Creating, and 6.

Knowledge interlacing interaction. These second-order categories form the following

aggregate dimensions: A) Knowledge sharing of building blocks for processes, B)

Interacting for continuous knowledge co-creation, and C) Shared knowledge interacting

(Figure 9). In chapter 4, the relation of these digital affordances and their relation to social

dimension of the organizing process is shown and, the grounded model based on this data

structure formed in the Gioia method is presented.
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First of the six second order themes was active knowledge sharing to start conversation is

formed from three first order codes: ideating that refers to throwing thought in the air,

requesting which is a code for actions that are more concrete than ideating and can for

example be ideas of what on could do next and sharing information which means that a

participant share something that is informative for others and can stick to this shared

information. Second, passive knowledge sharing affords to users of the platform actions that

are not interactive: watching, storing, getting informed and reading were the first order codes

that were the basis for this category.

Figure 9. Data structure with aggregate dimensions. The 2nd order themes presented in their

order of appearance in the data.

Third, active knowledge sharing to forward the process means commenting to something

that has happened on platform before, expressing opinions and the potential to answer to

questions and discussion on the platform. Fourth, here, as socio-emotional interaction were

coded expressing emotions and reflecting, since these were actions that rose from interacting

with the other participants and some of the artifacts coded to this category were texts that

expressed emotions and encouraging others. Fifth, active knowledge creating included
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answers to questions, new ideas that emerged during the conversation with other participants

on the collaboration platform and reactions that similarly emerged from what happened on

the platform. Finally, knowledge interlacing interactions combined and categorized new

knowledge and interlaced the discussion to previous contexts. This sixth affordance is

labelled as interacting instead of just interlacing since the actions on platform were

interactions in nature instead of for example asynchronous interlacing of knowledge in a

shared document.

From four questions to data that were presented in chapter 3, the “What actors can do?” was

most important for this analysis, yet also the observation of granularity level revealed

interesting insights to affordances of a collaboration platform.  In terms of social granularity

level, the affordances of the three workspaces were mostly shared. The digital granularity

level that was mostly actualized in the analyzed workspaces was artifacts level. Yet, the

workspace level granularity i.e., the purpose of each workspace possibly explains partly the

difference between affordance actualizations between the three temporary workspaces

(Figures 10). Table 8 concludes the agenda, timing, actions and outputs of the workspaces.

In the first session, the workspace that was created for getting to organize and working of

the network to start, the most often actualized theme was active knowledge sharing to

forward the process. The knowledge interlacing interactions was the category that was least

frequently used in this first session workspace. This makes sense reflected to the purpose of

the space and the early stage of organizing when the space was used.  Also, this implies that

in the beginning of a virtual organizing process the technology should afford potential for

knowledge sharing.
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Figure 10. Affordance actualizations in workspaces.
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In the second session’s workspace, the active knowledge creating was the most actualized

affordance. The importance of active knowledge sharing to start conversation seemed less

important than in the first session. Compared to goals in the first workspace and the phase

of network collaboration, it makes sense that creating new knowledge and interlacing

became more important in this second session (Figure 10).

The third session’s workspace was created for reflecting the collaboration so far and to

discuss how the work in teams was going.  The third session was at a late phase of the

temporary organizing process. More than a week later than the second session in the period

of the temporary 4–5 weeks project. The affordances for the third space also distributed

differently compared to two previous sessions. The knowledge interlacing interaction

actualized more often than other affordances of the third workspace.  Also, as Figure 11

illustrates, knowledge creating took place at very first moments of this session which implies

that the group work was different of its nature than in the Session 1 and that the organizing

process was already at a stage where initializing was not needed.

In Appendix 6, the same distributions as in Figure 10 are presented with barcharts, the

temporal order of the actualization of each affordance is presented in Figure 11.

Since the digital affordances of each space actualized in different amount and order, the

analysis suggests that the knowledge processes on collaboration platform that generate

actions for organizing a digital network collaboration are different in different phases of the

organizing process. The analysis was conducted with second order themes. From these

themes were formed the aggregate dimensions of knowledge sharing of building blocks,

interacting for continuous knowledge co-creation and shared knowledge integrating. The

dynamic relations of the second order themes and the aggregate dimensions are presented in

chapter 4.2.3 and in the grounded model (Figure 12).
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Digital affordances appear in different order in each session’s workspace, and the amount of

affordance actualizations is also different. Differences between different phases of the

organizing process can be compared by studying the order the digital affordances emerged

in each session (Figure N). The first digital affordance that actualized in the workspace on

the platform during first and second sessions was passive knowledge sharing. The third

session that happened when the process and network collaboration had developed, and the

temporary organizing was on its latter half. The first affordance to actualize in the third

workspace was, in contrast to previous sessions, the affordance of active knowledge creating.

Figure 11. Timeline of digital affordances.

Affordances are listed in the order they appear in each workspace and the amount of

affordance actualizations in Figure 11.
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Both affordances of knowledge sharing appeared in all sessions in the middle of the session.

The knowledge interlacing interaction actualized last in two first sessions but in the last

session, earlier. This could mean that network had formed a sense of community and some

common practices and also that there was already so much work done that combining new

knowledge was possible in an earlier phase of the session. Surprisingly, the socio-emotional

interaction was the third most frequently actualizing affordances in the third session’s

workspace. Thus, it appeared that the order in which digital affordances actualize on the

collaboration platform varies depending on the phase of the organizing process and that

passive knowledge sharing is more important at the beginning of the process and that

knowledge interlacing interactions increase along the process.

The grounded model of digital affordances of the workspaces

The final graphic representation of the analysis following steps of Gioia method illustrates

the actualization of the higher-level digital affordances on the collaboration platform, i.e.,

the aggregate dimensions. The three higher-level digital affordances of a collaboration

platform for a temporary cross-boundary organizing process are:

- Knowledge sharing of building blocks for processes

- Interacting for continuous knowledge co-creation

- Shared knowledge integrating

The grounded model presents a conceptualized combination of the analysis of the artifacts

that were categorized based on what the participants were able to do with the technology

(Figure 12). This model presents the organizing process of a cross-boundary network

collaboration with affordance lens and the knowledge processes as enablers of the

organizing.
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Figure 12. The grounded model of digital affordances for organizing in the workspaces.

The digital affordances for organizing are presented in the grounded model in that order they

appeared (Figure 12). Order was formed by comparing each workspace that here were

studied as individual cases. At the first session’s workspace, the knowledge sharing of

building blocks for the process is almost as important as the interactions for continuous

knowledge co-creation. At the second session’s workspace, the shared knowledge

integrating is the most important dimension as in the last workspace too. But at the second

workspace, the shared knowledge integrating emphasizes the active knowledge creating,

whereas in the third workspace the knowledge interlacing interactions is a more frequently

actualized theme (Table 11).

4.2.2 Social affordances

Behaviors of the participants enabled the process together with the technology. The

empirical affordance literature has suggested that user types can be used to understand

affordances (Fromm et al. 2020). The social affordances to the three workspaces were

formed by recognizing the abilities, skills, attitudes and capabilities of the participants.
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Actions require agency (Gaver 1996). The agency that a cross-boundary digital organizing

process requires on a platform was studied from the features that the users had according to

the things that are listed in Appendix 3.

The social in organizing is a multi-dimensional phenomenon, and it is formed among other

things from the shared digital affordances of a collaboration platform and the participants

abilities. In the case study’s fast organizing process, the social enablers were communication

skills, leadership skills, research expertise, organizing and collaboration expertise and digital

capabilities. Thus, their perception of the platform and its digital action-potentials was

framed by their previous knowledge and expertise that is proposed to be one reason the

organizing process was successful.

Most common social affordance among the participants was organizing and collaboration

expertise. Least often occurred communications skills.  None of the participant was coded

to all five social affordance categories but many seemed to afford four. The analysis did not

focus on the generality of each affordance but their ability to enable actions on collaboration

platform while digital organizing process. Thus, the case study proposes that to enable

actions that support a fast virtual organizing process on a collaboration platform the most

important social affordance is organizing and collaboration expertise. Also, leadership skills

and digital capabilities are important. Moreover, all five social affordances actualized during

the sessions. The actualizing of digital and social affordances together is reported next.

4.2.3 The relationship of digital and social affordances

Since affordances actualize in interplay of social actors and material artifacts, the relation of

these was one part of the analysis (Fromm et al. 2020). The way social affordances are related

to digital affordances does not consider that even there was left room for emergence in roles

and actions some of the participants may have had a task to facilitate or have a role as a

researcher and their roles and tasks may have motivated their choices of how much and how

they participate. Also, it is possible that some participants have engaged to the discussion

during the whole meeting and others have been communicating on the platform only for
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some parts of the meeting and discussion, If, for example, they had been new to platform

and getting to know how to use it has restricted them in the beginning.

However, the organizing process was fast, and the collaboration of the network produced

outputs i.e., this case study’s organizing can be said to be a successful virtual organizing and

the result from analysis can be applied to form suggestions for further practical implications.

Therefore, the appearance of social and digital affordances together was explored.

Studying social and digital affordances together implied that for a fast organizing process

the technological solution, in this case a collaboration platform, needs to afford potential for

active knowledge sharing and active knowledge creating. Also, the data-analysis implies that

the tools for knowledge interlacing interaction are important. The proposed results can be

utilized when planning virtual large-scale collaborations. These practical implications are

discussed in chapter 5.

Table 11 presents how many times in each session the digital affordances occurred together

with the social affordances. Communications skills, leadership skills, research expertise and

organizing and collaboration expertise all were most often actualized with the digital

affordance of Active knowledge sharing to forward the process. Social affordance of digital

capabilities in contrast, actualized with the Active knowledge creating.
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Table 11. Digital and social affordances appearing together (S1, S2, S3 = sessions).
Digital affordances in each session (S) Social affordances

Commu-
nication
skills

Leader
-ship
skills

Research
expertise

Organizing
and
collaboration
expertise

Digital
capabilities

Active Knowledge sharing to start
conversation, S1

1 9 17 16 7

Passive knowledge sharing, S1 1 1 1 1 2

Active knowledge sharing to forward
processes, S1

3 18 21 24 16

Socio-emotional interacting, S1 1 4 4 7 4

Active Knowledge Creating, S1 0 9 12 14 6

Knowledge interlacing interacting, S1 2 1 0 4 2

Active Knowledge sharing to start
conversation, S2

1 6 5 11 11

Passive knowledge sharing, S2 0 0 0 11 11

Active knowledge sharing to forward
processes, S2

5 11 15 28 19

Socio-emotional interacting, S2 0 3 3 5 5

Active Knowledge Creating, S2 2 16 15 34 31

Knowledge interlacing interacting S2 6 13 12 25 23

Active Knowledge sharing to start
conversation, S3

0 3 4 9 6

Passive knowledge sharing, S3 1 2 4 5 3

Active knowledge sharing to forward
processes, S3

3 9 11 23 15

Socio-emotional interacting, S3 1 7 5 17 15

Active Knowledge Creating, S3 5 10 11 23 17

Knowledge interlacing interacting, S3  6 19 17 30 25

Knowledge interlacing interaction together with all social affordances was an important

digital affordance during the last two sessions. In contrast, during the first session the

affordance of Knowledge interlacing interaction was second least affordance to actualize

which suggests that getting familiar with the network and the technology increases

knowledge co-creation.
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4.3  Analytical possibilities of affordance approach

The third sub research question was “How digital and social affordances for organizing on

a digital collaboration platform can be analyzed?”. This question emerged from the

inductive data analysis and literature review for this study. Thus, affordance approach

seemed applicable for analyzing enablers, however, there was not that much established

research on practices that could have been used as guidelines for the data-analysis of this

case study. Consequently, the methodological approach for studying digital and social

affordance for organizing that a collaboration platform affords, was developed during the

analysis. It was based on multiple phases of abductive reasoning and iterative combining

results of data-analysis.

Concreteness and Gioia method

Methodological possibilities of affordance approach were tested by coding the data and

discussing the results from coding. This led to exploring more literature about empirical

affordance usage that implied that in order to make a robust analysis, the attention in coding

is best to focus on concrete questions. At the pilot phases, the artifacts were coded to abstract

codes which tended to form categories too fragile for interpretation. The codes might not

have filled requirement of dependability to qualitative analysis, i.e., if the analysis was

repeated, the abstract code set could have produced another result. Also, Gioia method was

chosen for the final analysis round due to the systematic approach that produces robust

qualitative analysis. (Gioia et al. 2012; Given & Saumure 2012; Fromm et al. 2020.)

The spaces were analyzed asking four questions and coding the data to understand the nature

of organizing process on a platform but also to compare if there were differences between

the affordances analyzed from the artifacts of each workspace. 1) The data was, first,

analyzed to answer what the actors can do with the artifact. 2) The platform data was,

secondly, approached with the question that can it be recognized from the artifact if the

affordance actualized due to social or digital enablers. The granularity levels of affordances

were studied with two questions: if the affordance was 3) on an individual level or for a
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group of people (shared) and if 4) the digital granularity was on one artifact, widgets or the

whole workspaces level.

The first question “What actors can do?” aimed to produce concrete first order codes from

the analysis. The codes were, for example, ‘answering’, ‘storing’ and ‘requesting’, i.e., very

practical description on what happened on the platform. All first order concepts are presented

in Figure 9. From these codes, the second order themes were grouped that appeared in

different order and frequency in each space.

Granularity and questions to data

The second question “Is this due to technology (digital affordance) or the actor(s)?”

addressed the topic of material and social related to each other in generative mechanisms

that create action. It aimed to build the starting point for identifying the interplay of actors

and technology and also to recognize if the action is enabled clearly by the technology or the

actor (Bygstad et al. 2020). The answer, of course, is always both but for analytical purposes

the data and to recognize possibilities to design digital collaborations, it was useful to

distinguish the social and digital affordances at this stage of analysis.

This approach to recognize whether some actualization of an affordance to become an

artifact was originating to the perception of the digitality or due to the social affordances that

in this study refer to the abilities, attitudes and capabilities of the participants, was left on

quite much of interpretation. Most of the artifacts on the platform data were chat comments.

Chat comments were enabled, obviously, by both social and digital. Some of the comments

were discussing how the participants of the network works together as a group, how the

network learns from each other and supports each other’s contributions to the collaboration.

The third and fourth question aim to address the question of granularity level of affordances:

Volkoff and Strong (2017) list principles for analyzing with affordances in IS research. One

of their recommendations is to choose a granularity level that helps to understand the

phenomenon that is studied. For this study, to understand an organizing process, the levels

are both levels of social affordances which have been based on Leonardi’s (2013) thinking
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named ‘individual’ and ‘shared’. And the levels of digital affordance granularity scale from

individual artifacts to a workspace on a collaboration platform.

According to Volkoff & Strong (2017), the distinction between action potential and

outcomes can get easily blurred if the affordance concepts are very abstract. Thus, instead

of abstraction, the data codes in the final analysis round aimed to robust categories. Since

the participants need sociotechnical capabilities (Malhotra et al. 2021, 11), the social

affordances were inductively coded to recognize what the participants afford to the

organizing process of the collaboration.

The length of comments or the quality of shared artifacts was not analyzed in this study. For

future research, it would be interesting to compare if there are differences between how long

it takes to a participant comment if, for example, the socioemotional or knowledge creating

affordance is actualizing. It would be useful to understand, is some category such that swift

commenting is typical for it or do long comments highlight in some other category.

Similarly, new insights could open by asking do some affordances actualize in the beginning

or at the end of a discussion more than others.

In sum, from the analysis pilots and methodological exploring of this study were formed

four suggestions for analyzing collaboration platform: 1) observing concrete themes while

approaching the data inductively, 2) applying Gioia method to form a systematic analysis

with robust results, 3) using context-related support-questions for coding to explore all

dimensions that need to be kept in mind in the analysis, and 4) the granularity level of

affordances needs attention while coding.
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5. Discussion

The new forms of digital organizing have become more common than ever before during the

COVID19-pandemic. In this study, a case of a fast-organizing process on a collaboration

platform was analyzed using the affordance approach to understand what enables processes

in a cross-boundary digital collaboration context. Based on empirical affordance research

and the Gioia method, an analysis approach was constructed. The main research question

was “How social and digital affordances enable fast temporary organizing processes on a

collaboration a platform?”. Three sub-questions were posed in order to understand the

research issue.

5.1 Fast and temporary digital organizing processes

The first sub-question “What are the characteristics of fast and temporary digital

organizing?” aimed to find out if the organizing of Fast Expert Teams was fast and second,

if the network constructed like a typical case of virtual temporary organizing. The

interviewed participants of Fast Expert Teams vs. Korona experienced the process as a fast,

fluid and efficient one. The visibility that the platform affords was recognized. In addition,

the sense of virtual community and experts with potentials can support the efficiency and a

faster process. The digitality was seen as a possibility to participate when oneself has the

timer. Roles, tasks and practices were seen as important in fast organizing, but they were

accepted to reshape and get new forms during the organizing process.

The results of analyzing five interviews to participants were quite similar to previous

literature. The main features of the temporality in the organizing process in the case of Fast

Expert Teams vs. Korona were: 1) emergence of goals, roles, tasks and practices, 2) fluid

and malleable practices and actions, 3) social practices and context in an organizing process,

and 4) visibility and access to tools and processes (Appendix 7). Bakker et al. (2016) have

discussed the whole temporary organizing as an emergent process. In interviews for this

study, the emergence was located to goals, roles, tasks and practices. Dynamic practices and

the possibility to make changes during the process is discussed in IS literature, for example,
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in the context of innovation networks. In this case study’s network, the practices were

described as fluid and malleable.

The last category of visibility and access to processes is discussed in literature on social

media affordances but in the temporary organizing context it might offer novel insights for

research. (Treem & Leonardi 2012; Lyytinen et al. 2016; Laitinen 2020; Leonardi & Treem

2020.) Finally, the phenomena of social practices and context of organizing emerged from

the interviews. In the field of organization theory, Geilinger at al. (2016) have studied social

practices and organizing. Social practices in virtual context may be emergent. Thus, studying

the effect of social practices and context to digital organizing processes could offer novel

understanding of the enablers of what makes virtual organizing efficient.

The organizing of Fast Expert Teams was temporary based on Bakker et al. (2016) who

presented a typology of temporary organizing where the structures and actors of organization

are categorized. The structure of organizing can be permanent or temporary, and so can be

actor participation. This is based on the view that organizing is a form. The level of

temporality varies in different forms. The temporary, ephemeral or disposable organization

is an organization where organizing and an actor are working temporarily in contrast to other

forms of organizing that have permanent actors or organizations (Bakker et al. 2016, 1706).

The features of fast and temporary digital organizing recognized based on the literature were

that technology has an important role in an organizing process, the organizing has dynamic,

malleable and emergent characteristics, the work is technology-driven and asynchronous

work is possible, organizing is an ongoing process instead of stable phases, temporality and

cross-boundary groups and information flows and structural flexibility are typical as well as

burstiness. (Baygi et al. 2021; Crevani 2010; Einola & Alveson 2019; Gilson et al. 2015;

Lyytinen et al. 2016; Schreyögg & Sydow 2010; Treem & Leonardi 2012; Zammuto et al.

2007.)

Thus, the organizing process of Fast Expert Teams vs. Korona network had typical

characteristics of new ways of digital organizing and was according the participants a fast

process.
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5.2 Digital and social affordances for virtual organizing

The second sub-question “What are the digital and affordances enabling fast and temporary

digital organizing on a collaboration platform?” was answered with theoretical and

empirical study of affordances. This study identified three aggregate digital affordance

dimensions: Knowledge sharing of building blocks for process, Interacting for continuous

knowledge creation and Shared knowledge integrating. The social affordances recognized

in this study were communication skills, leadership skills, research expertise, organizing and

collaboration expertise and digital capabilities.

Three sessions’ workspaces on a collaboration platform were compared to gain information

about the organizing process and its phases. The first workspace was built for a session that

took place March 19th 2020. The most often actualized aggregate dimension affordance was

the knowledge sharing of building blocks for the process. At both second (24th of March

2020) and third session’s (9th of April) workspace Shared knowledge integrating was the

most often actualized high level digital affordance. However, the two latter session’s

workspaces differed on the level of second order themes. Thus, active knowledge creating

was the most important second order theme in the second workspace and the Knowledge

interlacing interactions in the third workspace. In conclusion, different phases of large-scale

organizing utilize different technology’s action-potentials.

The social affordances are harder to define than digital affordances since they are not clear

features of the platform. In this study, the concept social affordances referred to what the

participants of the collaboration afford to organizing. The participants were experts in areas

that supported the organizing process, for example, they had expertise on organizing,

digitality and processes. But often, what is referred as social affordance in literature are more

of affordances for sociality in their nature, i.e., technology affords potentials for sociality

(Hutchby 2001). In contrast, this study labelled social those affordances that were action-

potentials of the participants of collaboration. When these affordances actualize the surface

that an actor is perceiving, is the participants’ own capabilities in relation to a surface, in this

case the collaboration platform. The analysis showed that it is possible to recognize the

actor/artifact relation by exploring, which of the social and digital affordances actualize

together. The occurrence of digital and social affordances together suggested that Active

knowledge creating for the process was the most often actualized digital affordance together
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with social affordances. From traces on the platform from people with leadership skills or

research expertise was interpreted also many actualizations of knowledge creating. In all

other social affordance categories, the Active knowledge sharing to forward the process was

most often actualized but among people with digital capabilities active knowledge creating

was an action-potential that actualized often. Knowledge interlacing interaction was also in

active use. The most often actualized digital affordance, Active knowledge sharing to

forward the process, can be said been the key digital affordance in the case study’s

organizing process.

However, for a whole network collaboration, even though these affordances seemed the most

frequent, it needs more studying to recognize if they were the most important. It has been

recognized widely that the action-potential, i.e., affordances of technological solutions are

helpful when making sense of digital collaboration. However, studying goal-oriented

organizing on a digital collaboration platform has not had much attention in previous

research. Also, the case study in this research offered novel insights for studying fast

organizing of a large group of people instead of teams that have already been studied from

humans interacting with each other and technology point of view.

Also, the sociomateriality of organizing was theoretically reflected to affordances in the

context of virtual organizing. Technology and social interaction together form the process

of organizing and, therefore, affordance theory was applicable for analyzing the new digital

forms of organizing since it is a theory that understands interactions (Zammuto et al. 2007).

The previous literature on affordances and technology has recognized affordances in social

media and enterprise technological solution environments. The knowledge of affordances of

digital collaboration platforms and large-scale virtual collaborations is still scarce. The

conceptual choice to name the affordances of platform digital instead of, for example,

technology or socio-technical affordances, was made to highlight that the organizing process

was all virtual.

Malhotra et al. (2021) explored large-scale collaboration and its socio-technical affordances.

They defined three affordances: Affordance of knowledge collaging, affordance of

purposeful deliberating and affordance of knowledge interlacing. These affordances for

answering to knowledge challenges of large-scale virtual collaboration have many

similarities to aggregate dimensions from Gioia method analysis in this study.
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The concept Knowledge collaging of Malhotra et al. (2021) is a reminder that participants

of large-scale collaboration are individuals, and they bring structuring elements to

knowledge co-creation of the group which is similar to Knowledge sharing of building

blocks for process. Knowledge collaging from concepts of Malhotra et al. (2021) also helps

to manage knowledge exchange. This is similar to affordance of Interacting for continuous

knowledge creation that emerged in the data-analysis of this study. Also, interacting for

continuous knowledge creation affords the possibility to agree on practices. Shared

knowledge interlacing was the last high digital affordance from this study’s analysis. On

category by Malhotra et al. (2021) was labelled Knowledge interlacing. This might imply

that similarities in digital affordances for large-scale collaboration could also be recognized

in general level, i.e., that the affordances for organizing virtually are to some extent same

with different technological solutions.

5.3 Empirical affordance approach

The third sub-question “How can digital and social affordances be used for analyzing

organizing on a collaboration platform?” was presented to develop an empirical approach

suitable for studying digital and social affordances for virtual organizing.

Useful suggestions of how affordance approach is empirically applied are made for example

by Volkoff & Strong (2017) and Fromm et al. (2020). For instance the recommendation to

separate affordance from technology features keeps the focus of analysis on potentials for

actions. This study contributes to this empirical discussion by suggesting four

recommendations. First, observing concrete themes while approaching the data inductively

is helpful since it keeps the difference between outputs and affordances clear. Second,

applying the Gioia method produces rigor qualitative analysis. Third, using context-related

help-questions for coding to explore all dimensions that need to be kept in mind in the

analysis is useful. And finally, focusing on the granularity level of affordances helps to form

categories that are on same level of analysis with each other.

The conceptual definitions for affordances of a collaboration platform were formed by

applying the systematic Gioia methodology. Empirical research on affordances suggested a

concrete approach. This was conducted by using four questions to form the first order codes
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from the data. Questions were reminders of what to ask from the data and did not include

previous theoretical concepts or other information that would have changed the approach

from being inductive. First order codes were used as the basis for digital affordances of the

collaboration platform. Previous literature on digital affordances is often presenting social

media affordances. But social media is used for open networking while collaboration

platforms are not primary used for networking even though it is possible.  Making one’s own

views visible is important in social media context (Majchrzak et al. 2013) but collaboration

platforms are rather designed to help processes of work or studying, knowledge sharing and

co-creation that is goal-oriented and purposeful. That is why, there are affordances on social

media which are not important on collaboration platform and vice versa. This highlights the

importance of discussing the context, including the specific technology in use and its unique

features when using affordance theory (Bygstad et al. 2016).

Affordance theory is a suitable theoretical and empirical approach for understanding digital

organizing processes of emergent groups since it discusses both the social (actors) and

material (digital tools) aspects of the process. This study contributes by offering novel

insights to understand digital organizing for value creation (Faraj et al. 2016). By analyzing

affordances, it is possible to get valuable information about what on the digital platform

makes temporary virtual organizing possible. In this case, it was the knowledge sharing at

the beginning of the process, interactions and knowledge creation in the middle and the

interlacing interactions at the end of the process.

Affordances are action potentials (Majchrzak & Markus 2012, Nambisan et al. 2019) that

can generate behavior (Gibson 1979). In this case, this refers to individual interactions on

the platform. According to Fayard & Weeks (2007), affordances can be used to analyze

interactions and behaviors in the environment where organizing takes place. Thus, for

analyzing a temporary organizing process on a platform, using affordance approach was a

relevant approach.

The results of the analysis of digital and social affordances together can be useful when there

is a need to recognize the key enablers of digital organizing processes. Social affordance

categories were all actualized and it is not possible to compare their importance based on

this analysis. However, the user profiles offer a good collection of features that enable

behaviors that lead to actions.
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5.4 Practical implications

The results of this study can help organizers, for example, facilitators and leaders of cross-

sectoral collaboration, when planning and leading a platform-based temporary organizing

for collaboration. As an analysis method, the affordance approach helps to understand what

makes an interface easy to use. When the enablers for organizing process are recognized, it

is easier to build spaces that afford for a group what is needed for fast collaborating. The

possibility for emergence and malleability of technology and processes can support a

successful organizing of virtual networks. In addition, visibility is needed. To support

collaboration the technology that is chosen for large-scale collaboration needs afford

visibility. In sum, the digital affordances of a collaboration platform can be planned to

support processes.

In the beginning of a temporary digital organizing process, the action-potential to share

knowledge is important. During the whole process, supporting interactions are important

and, at the end, a possibility to interlace knowledge and produce new solutions and outputs

can be supported by recognizing what the participants must be able to do on the platform.

Furthermore, skills, attitudes and expertise of the participants impact on the organizing

process. Depending on how fast the collaboration needs to take place, if there is a possibility,

choosing a group of people with such abilities to offer social affordances that are suitable

for the context and goals of organizing, can increase the efficiency of the collaboration and

speed up organizing process. Thus, to anticipate a fast-organizing process, it might be useful

to choose people with user profiles that afford some feature of these: digital capabilities,

organizing and collaboration expertise, leadership skills, communications skills and research

expertise.

5.5 Limitations and potential further research issues

The data analysis concentrated on the artifacts that were gathered from the collaboration

platform. All activities are not at the platform and even though the Gamma platforms

artifacts were coded several times with supportive interview material - everything that

happened on the platform was impossible to reach for analysis in the frames of one master’s
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thesis. This is a limitation but also a possibility for future studies about this rather large scale

fast digital organizing.

The research issues studied are relatively new. Therefore, it was, to some extent, a challenge

to find published journal articles about the collaboration platforms in use of goal-oriented

large-scale virtual organizing.  Analyzing social affordances was recognized as a challenge.

Developing on an analysis approach, for robust analysis of social affordances of digital

organizing would be an interesting topic for further research.

Special situation gives its own spice to the way people act and react. It might be too soon to

analyze what kinds of impacts the Covid 19 -related worries had with the fact that so many

were willing to take part and work. Facilitating effect can be difficult to observe from the

digital artifacts, and it was not asked in the five interviews that were analyzed in the

empirical part of the study, neither it was included in the research questions.

Visibility in organizing processes could need some attention and more research, since other

literature about visibility and technology exist but the temporary organizing and visibility in

the context of organizing on collaboration platform would be a novel research context. In

addition, visibility is a central concept in technology affordance discussion (Laitinen &

Sivunen 2020; Leonardi & Treem 2020).

Studying the social affordances and their connectivity to actions that the participants take on

a platform more profoundly would strengthen the understanding on the research issue, since

it could answer the question why some social and digital affordances generate actions. Also,

the participant expressed their professionalism on the platform in interesting manners.

Expert work and performing identities could open new insights to how people engage to

knowledge processes and how open they are in the knowledge sharing and creating. This

would offer practical implications for supporting experts to make their own competence

visible. For further research, understanding which of the digital affordances of collaboration

platform are important in general, and which are context-related and not applicable to other

cases, would be useful.
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6. Conclusions

The main research issue concerned how digital and social affordances enable fast and

temporary organizing process on a platform. The actualizations of social and digital

affordances of the case study generated actions that enabled a fast organizing process. This

study took the sociomaterial standpoint to understand digital collaboration, since the

sociomateriality is a widely applied approach in technology and organizing studies

(Orlikowski & Scott 2008). The entangled nature of social and material (Orlikowski 2007)

was applicable frame for the case study where a group of experts formed a network to solve

complex problems. This approach was chosen instead of, for example, socio-technical one,

since sociomaterial locates on the realm of critical realism, which in IS studies is typically

the ontological view when affordance theory is applied. The data analysis was conducted

separately for the social and digital dimension. Yet, the analysis illustrated that it is difficult

to conceptualize these dimensions separately.

This study contributes to digital affordance literature by presenting digital affordances for

organizing on a collaboration platform. On the highest abstraction level three affordances

were defined: Knowledge sharing of building blocks for processes, Interacting for

continuous knowledge co-creation and Shared knowledge Integrating. In addition, social

affordances were recognized, and a methodological contribution was made when a novel

way of combining the empirical affordance literature to help questions for data analysis and

utilizing data from the collaboration platform was presented. The method is based on Gioia

method and produces a credible qualitative analysis. However, to conduct a coherent and

precise analysis if an action is enabled by digital or social, would need another type of

approach. The digital affordances of each workspace that were analyzed showed that

different affordances actualize in different phases of an organizing process.

Thus, for a fast organizing on platform, choosing or self-organizing of the right people and

a technology with most appropriate affordances can support successful knowledge-processes

and organizing process.
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Appendices

Appendix 1(a). Pilots.

The first step in this inductive study of the Gamma platform and the workspaces of Fast

Expert Teams vs Corona was to gather the data on the platform. The collected data was

inductively coded with open codes that recognized, what kinds of functions different textual

or other artifacts were expressing. First, open coding with themes that emerged was done

and the enablers of the interactive behaviors seemed important and interesting. This was

based on grounded-theorizing-based coding, just to understand what the data is all about

(Charmaz 1996). First cycle functions that emerged from the textual data were coded under

the following labels: 1. sharing, 2. storing, 3. informing, 4. categorizing, 5. illustrating, 6.

questioning 7. facilitating, 8. mediating, brokerage, 9. reflection, 10. organizing, 11.

creating, 12. suggesting, 13. supporting and 14. managing.

Second, abductive reasoning took place: the functions were reflected to literature and re-

evaluated with the supervisors of this study. From those discussions, the affordance theory

and Bales (1950) IPA method were selected, because they included similar concepts as the

first order codes from the platform data, so those methods were tested at the pilot phase.

Thus, the categories for pilot and test phases were based on the data collection, observations

of platform data and theory.

During the first round of coding the chosen workspaces features of the platforms, the digital

action-potentials of technology (the platform), the social action potentials of the participants

and who can edit were coded by thematic open codes and the interpretation of why the

artifacts refer to the action-potentials, i.e., affordances was opened in the analysis

memo/table. Then, the emerging themes were named to be operationalized as affordance

categories.
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Appendix 1(b). Pilot 1, digital affordances

Potential categories of digital affordance codes tested for digital affordance in pilot study

Digital affordances and their definitions based on literature & pilot study

1 Visibility  The actor perceives an idea that the platform affords visibility to others and
themselves.  Considers, for example, behaviors, communications and knowledge. (For example
Treem& Leonardi 2012)

2 Editability The technological possibility to craft and recraft what is seen on the platform.
(For example Treem& Leonardi 2012)

3 Persistence “Same form after the sender has sent his or her message” (Laitinen & Sivunen
2020) but in this study it also refers to an actor’s expression where it seems that the actor believes
that someone is going to read the text afterwards, i.e., text remains and an answer or a reaction to
it is waited. This wider definition is based on this inductive study’s first data-analysis phase that
was grounded theory type. (For example Treem& Leonardi 2012)

4 Association a social tie or connections between individuals each other and the content also

recognizing and associating content. (For example Treem& Leonardi 2012)

5 Fluidity Practices and interactions in organizational phenomena are fluid and dynamic (Crevani
et al. 2010), when the platform affords this kind of behavioral acts to actors the digital affordance
perceived is fluidity.

6 Synchronicity Gibson’s idea about that surface affords to actors something to perceive and
Blomqvist’s (2016) definition of what digital environments can offer to actors. Digitality makes it
possible to actors be aware and interpret and perceive the surface, in this case the platform as a
place where work can take place as synchronic and not dependent on time and place (Blomqvist
2016).

7 Linkability The way the digital artifacts features are used by the users define affordances. At the
first stage of data-analysis, an observation was made that sharing links is a very much used way
of utilizing the platform by the actors in this case (Treem & Leonardi 2012, 146-151).
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Appendix 1(c). Pilot, social affordances

Pilot. Potential categories for social affordances tested at the pilot phase.

Social affordance / pilot coding Definition

Ability to interpret conventions The environment interacts to shape behavior; communicate
symbolic meanings to actors; social affordances arise from
social meaning and conventions of the setting (surface);
opportunity or obligation to interact (Fayard & Weeks xxxx).

Context related knowledge Cultural differences and contextual patterns (Fayard & Weeks
2007, 628).

Skills that enable to use features of
environment

Features of environment that are perceived and judged and
taken to action by the perceiver (Fayard & Weeks 2007)

Emerging role Actor behaviors rise from, for example, platforms (Nambisan
et al. 2019).

Mindset or disposition Social affordances are dispositions of a specific behavior.
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Appendix 1(d). Pilot 2, digital affordances

Affordance
categories
that emerged
from data

2nd cycle

Affordance
categories from
previous literature
that were applied at
pilot phase 2nd cycle

Quote from the data set to
demonstrate

3rd round pilot

tested categories

Visibility “Let’s keep a log at this page, so the
collaborative work in the team is gonna be
smooth anyway.” “Here are instructions for
everyone”

Visibility

Editability ”Hello everyone! I’ll try to participate the
meeting at 4 pm. I had already promised to do
something else at that time so my
participation can be somewhat discontinuous.
Tomorrow, I can anyways help to construct
this workspace forward. I guess I’ll get admin
rights, right? Oh, what nice it is to be part of
this and find the key issue of this
collaboration to-gether!”

Persistence “A wish to everyone: please add your name to
summary in GoogleDocs if you wish that it is
listed in the end of it.”

Persistence

Association “How to keep participants coming back and
collaborating – what is the meaning of
management and facilitating?”

“This does not specify to whom the tools are
of use … - like books, telephones … are
suitable for many short of work.”

Association

Fluidity Fluidity “…choosing technology based on how many
participants there are.”

Syncronicity “…at the same time, everyone produces
different perspectives. This is accomplished at
different times”

“Here is the recording 14.4. from our
meeting, please. Below are the texts in the
chat field. zoom_0.mp4”

Synchronous/asynchronous

Linkability come straight from this link: [a link to zoom
meeting]”

“This could be a good case to analyze. It is
my pleasure to bring together the person with
responsibility. Ping [Convener name linked].”

Linkability

Immersion “Here is the recording 14.4. from our
meeting, please. Below are the texts in the
chat field. zoom_0.mp4”
google docs immersion at the workspace

pictures that are added to chat as comments
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Appendix 2. Interview questions to active members of the network

Frame questions for the interviews:
1. How much and in what stages were you involved in Fast Expert
Teams vs. korona?
2. Did the fast pace shape work and how?
3. What were the challenges during the process and how did / did
they not change?
4. If you think of the time spent to this collaboration,
 How fast do you think the organizing and collaboration was?
 What practices would you pick up for similar cases in the
future?
5. What practice, tool, working method, etc. of this cooperation
network would you recommend in the future? Was The
platforms Google docs immersion or chat feature relevant? Something
else?
6. What was the role of malleability and fluidity of the working?

The interviews were transcribed from an audio recording
transcribed by Tuuli Toivikko

The interviews were written almost word for word. Some outspoken, ambiguous and
unfinished words have been left out of the speech of the interviewees. Of the interviewer's
speech, only questions and the speech between interviewees speech are
marked. Missing words or paragraphs, are marked with “…”
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Appendix 3. Social affordances formed from expert profiles

Actor Number of
comments in
three of the
analyzed
workspaces

Social affordances: Data for user profiles was
collected from the webpages of organizations of
participants and other available source openly
accessably in internet, like LinkedIn profiles

1 11 Expertise and experience in development,
leadership, learning, interested in work life,
collaboration and learning, technological skills
on the platform.

2 58 Expertise in organizational issues, HR,
Inspirational collaboration, technological skills
on the platform.

3 1 Visual facilitating, capabilities to visualization.

4 19 Research expertise, educated in health field,
leadership skills.

5 9 Communications and media experience,
leadership, research, academic expertise,
organizational issues expertise; test tools.

6 5 AI expertise, research experience, coordinating
skills, understanding digital environments.

7 10 Organizational expertise, organizational change
understanding, IT expertise.

8 22 Organizational expertise, digital capabilities and
skills, technological skills on the platform,
communication skills.

9 7 Leadership skills, entrepreneur skills, IT
expertise, technical development understanding.

10 4 Entrepreneur skills, IT expertise, technical
development understanding, coaching skills.

11 2 Understanding of digital collaboration
environments, learning expertise.

12 1 Data security expertise, understanding of digital
environments, coordinating expertise.

13 63 Research expertise & capabilities, leadership
expertise, collaboration expertise, interaction and
digitalization expertise, understanding networks,
remote work expertise.
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14 3 Research capabilities, EU expertise,
understanding networks and leadership.

15 22 Organizational expertise, research capabilities
and expertise, remote work expertise,
understanding digital collaboration
environments.

16 29 Development capabilities & expertise, EU
expertise, project work & lobbying expertise,
project coordinating.

17 6 Leadership expertise, research capabilities.

18 1 Understanding of technologies, different sectors.

19 40 Collaborative skills, technological capabilities,
organizational understanding, process
understanding.

20 6 Collaboration and organizing expertise, open-
mindness.

21 5 Understanding of digital innovations,
administrative expertise.

22 2 Understanding of technology and processes.

23 11 Leadership and organizational expertise.

24 10 Leadership expertise, organizing and
organizational understanding, digital processes,
technical skills on the platform.

25 4 Understanding digital collaboration, research
capabilitites, expertise in digital and social
aspects of organizing.

26 1 Understanding of behaviors of knowledge
workers.

27 3 Technology-oriented, organizational competence.

Final categories:
Communication
skills

Leadership
skills

Research
expertise

Organizing and
collaboration
expertise

Digital
capabilities
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Appendix 4. Data table from interviews to five active participants

2nd order & 1st order codes from interview data quotes

Time & digitality: technology enabled fast start,
asynchronic working and own schedules as possibilities to
take part in own conditions

.”.. on team level, as concrete as possible: this is
what we do together and then fast morning
meetings and a check of where we are at”

“One week, we had a Zoom meeting every morning
at 8”

Time, digitality & organizing: team level practices in
efficient process, visibility of the process as task for
facilitators

“…a practice that we met twice a week emerged”

“… fast morning meeting and a situation check”

Time & organizing: awareness of schedule makes work
efficient, a task started and was ready fast, different levels
of participation intensity, goal not clear at the start/ too
high to achieve in the time given/ clarified during the
process, impressive outputs, self-determination, self-
organizing

“The cycle effected my own working and created
some pressure that the team/network fast starts to
do something that is actually useful, for example
framing the goals.”

“…the group wanted work in a fast pace”

Digitality & organizing: organizing the work so that
expertise is visible, possibility to maintain and use
technological,  abilities and skills, previous experience of
mobile work,video calls cameras on &good discussion

“Virtual meetings worked well, and they were a
special time for the network with cameras on and
we had time to discussions and chats in smaller
groups.”

“It is really important to have a synchronous
connection”

Social dimension of organizing (experts and their
abilities):3rd party trust, trust, collective responsibility as
constrain, cross-boundary teaming, network can solve
anything, sense of community/ togetherness or we are in
this together through retrospective, a mutual experience
that a new way of organizing can work

... wanted to do fast, recognizing that the ways of
working are different than what you are used to e.g.
in your own organizations and get to do a little
faster decisions and the goals and working can take
shape along the way ... on platform realized new
groups were needed."

“…it was so great to see so many people from so
different organizations from different industries.”

“I missed a bit more ceremonies to the beginning to
get to know people who are in the network.”

Emergence as feature of the process (in goals, tasks, roles):
accepting that the goals are malleable, emergent roles/
tasks/ responsibility and ownership as pro and con,
malleability enabled living according each situation

 “It can be that everyone's attention moves to
specific themes or that there is attempts to speed up
that the network understand what is expected from
it”

“In the beginning and along the way we formed an
idea of what we were doing”

Malleability as enabler of actions: open attitude affords
discussion, emerging of new ideas, practices & priorities
emerge during the process, reflecting during the process

“Maybe the learning out from the structuring
policies and that everything is pre-designed, so this
was in a way a big moment of learning.”

“I tried to make the convener stop and take
moments to process and think”
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The covid19 context effected attitudes / practices /
possibilities: platforms were new in organizations, the
pandemic crisis special context enabled,  organizations
support for their workers to,  participate crossborder
collaboration

“...like did the participants think of themselves as
representants of their organizations or as
individuals who want to help during crisis.”

“Well, in many companies there are just some
specific platforms, in my own work organization
Teams was relatively new”

Time: 3 weeks participation, 6 weeks participation,
burstiness of working, cycletime, especially fast, every day,
fast pace, fastness is relative, not especially fast, one month
participation, start was fast

"Most busy were the fast start and concluding ..."

“There are advantages and disadvantages in
fastness as you know. For me as a person this
insensitivity doing your best and being under
pressure suites ... that we had a fast pace and team
itself chose to have for example one week of Zoom-
meetings every morning so the frequency of
meeting was more often”

Digitality: expertise in technology used, multiple
technologies, navigating on platform when a lot
information and content, platform could introduce the
path for those starting in the middle of the process,
platform did not reach all participants, platforms offered
possibilities

"I became familiar with the platform. There was
possibility to collect opinions and do fast analysis.”

“A tool kit! Like keep in mind which tool works for
which purpose…like we should be more conscious
about what works while network collaboration”

Organizing: experts chosen with consideration, experts
experience of representing their own organization or them
selves, flexible working method, malleability from
technological skills of participants, network level regular
discussions, participants who start the process while the
work has already started felt unsecure if they knew
enough, possibility to give feed about the process,
possibility to maintain and use technological abilities and
skills, re-arranging work, shared facilitating, shared
leadership, team level and network level and their relation
do they discuss

“Capacity to use different tools and the social
dimension...”

” The weekly sync meetings, and twice a week
voluntary independent reporting...”

” Flexibility and malleability are must-have
conditions to this kind of work that comes to
everyones agenda as a suprise and there is not pre-
made structure”
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Appendix 5. Research process
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Appendix 6. Density of each 2nd order theme in each session’s workspace
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Appendix 7. Data structure from interviews
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